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The target of my thesis is journalists who are considering moving towards newsroom 
convergence and students who would like further information and practical advice on the 
subject. The purpose is to explore the process of convergence and multimedia storytelling 
in order to both improve my storytelling skills and learn to take a leadership role in creating 
features by combining experts in different media. 
The days of separate broadcast, print, and web journalism are nearing an end. The 
field of journalism is moving away from maintaining separate newsrooms staffed with 
reporters who specialize in that media only. The new trend is towards media convergence fi 
where different media formats come together to "tell the story" in different and creative new 
ways to appeal to a range of readers. 
My primary interest in the field of journalism has been writing for the Web, which is 
slowly eclipsing print in readership. More and more newspaper readers are turning to sites 
like Yahoo for news updates rather than their local paper. Yet writing for the web presents 
challenges that many newsrooms don't understand or fully accept. This causes many of the 
difficulties in converging newsrooms. 
During the course of this project I took the role of the reporter in a "converged" 
newsroom. I was in charge of researching and writing several news pieces (approximately 
one every two weeks) and either designing, delegating and overseeing or personally handling 
the creation of multimedia to accent and further develop the news item. All stories were 
researched and written by myself and are of a publishable quality. All multimedia aspects are 
my responsibility and were be overseen or created by myself. 
In addition to these stories I completed a researched and reflective piece on the 
application of convergence in the newsroom based on philosophy, current application 
models, and my own experience throughout the course of the project. 
I would like to thank Larry Dailey for advising me and helping me to grow, not 
only through the course of this project, but over all of the last two years. His 
"hands-off' approach led me to find my own solutions to complex problems 
and has truly helped the entire organization flourish. 
I would also like to thank Lori Demo for pushing and shoving and ultimately 
forcing me to evolve and grow as a writer, even against my most vehement 
protestations. I credit her for every advance I have made as a writer and a 
reporter. 
Thank you to Mark Miller, who has been my cheerleader all semester and 
helped me push through even when I thought I wouldn't make it. 
Finally, I would like to thank my parents. They have always been my most 
adoring fans and discerning critics. I love you both, and I hope I make you 
proud. 
It's one of the irrefutable laws of modem journalism. Set a handful of reporters 
from any journalistic discipline down at a table and it won't take long before one 
word surfaces: convergence. 
Everyone seems to have heard the word; the problem is that no one seems to 
know what it means. The word encompasses a wide range of collaborative strategies, 
all trying to bring different media together to create a better, and in some cases 
cheaper, newsroom. This confusion about the proper definitions and application of 
convergence led the industry to embrace non-functional convergence models and 
cling to them as the wave of the future, even as they drown under the inevitable 
difficulties. As Ulrik Haagerup, an award-winning newspaper journalist put it at a 
2002 professional journalist conference in South Carolina, "media convergence is like 
teenage sex. Everybody thinks everybody else is doing it. The few who are actually 
doing it aren't very good at it." 
At its earliest introduction the word "convergence" was synonymous with 
"synergy" in the corporate world. According to "The Meanings and Implications of 
Convergence" by Rich Gordon, the chair of the new media program at Northwestern 
University, convergence initially referred to a horizontal integration among media 
conglomerates in order to improve efficiency and share resources between corporately 
held media outlets. 
This kind of convergence seemed to be good business as FCC restrictions 
allowed corporations to own media outlets across platforms in single markets. More 
recently, however, convergence theory has grown to include everything from cross-
platform marketing efforts to news storytelling techniques that embrace the strengths 
of multiple media platforms. Universally, the word evokes visions of the future of 
journalism in newsrooms, media companies and journalism classrooms. 
The first incarnations of convergent newsrooms were generally cross-
promotional ventures between newspapers and broadcast newsrooms in the same 
market, a business plan Gorden refers to as "tactical convergence." The theory was 
that by plugging each other's content a symbiotic promotional relationship would 
develop where each organization would drive readers to the content of the others, 
expanding the audience for both. 
The biggest obstacles to this kind of relationship were cultural differences 
between newsrooms. Broadcast journalists saw print reporters as frumpy, hostile and 
unable to appreciate the work that goes into nightly news broadcasts. Print journalists 
saw broadcasters as shallow and more concerned with image than deep and thoughtful 
journalism. The deeply ingrained stereotypes of each group led to dissent and 
discontentment between newsrooms that should be working as a cohesive group. 
Another problem is that it limits the voices in a given area and allows media 
consumers only one choice for news coverage. Henry Jenkins, director of the 
Program in Comparative Media Studies at MIT, in his essay "Digital Cinema, Media 
Convergence and Participatory Culture," explained that "the strength of this new 
style of popular culture is that it enables multiple points of entry into the consumption 
process; the vulnerability is that if audiences fail to engage with the particular 
content on offer, then that choice has a ripple effect across all of the divisions of the 
media conglomerate" Basically, if the viewer doesn't like what's on TV, they can no 
longer tum to the newspaper or the web for a different angle on events. It's the same 
coverage, offered three different ways. Alienate a consumer for one, you've lost that 
consumer for all three. 
Proponents of these mergers, such as Forrest Carr, head of the Media General 
convergence effort in Tampa, contend that the benefit to the reader and ultimately to 
the organizations is worth working through these difficulties. 
Even in these converged newsrooms, however, the Internet is often overlooked 
because it is not as profitable as the broadcast or print incarnations. A lack of staffing 
and resources leaves many organizations barely able to maintain a "shovel-ware" site, 
in which print and broadcast content is put directly onto the Web with no attention 
paid to the special capabilities of the Internet or its storytelling strengths 
At Ball State, the journalism and telecommunications departments have 
pushed for this kind of convergence through the partnership of the Ball State Daily 
News and Newslink Indiana. While these two organizations promote each other's 
content and share tips about breaking news between newsrooms, they are having 
trouble mitigating long-standing biases between the departments. The general feeling 
amongst the Daily News staff is that Newslink sends them tips they don't want, and 
gives nothing in return. The feeling is mutual at Newslink. 
A major shortcoming in their coverage is the neglecting of Web reporting by 
both organizations. They each maintain separate news sites that offer no additional 
coverage not found in the print and broadcast products of each, mostly because of 
a lack of staff dedicated to web coverage. Many organizations merely turned to 
"shovelware," programs which allowed newsrooms to "shovel" content directly 
from their newspapers onto a web page, with no attention paid to writing or creating 
content specifically for the Web. 
It was this niche, neglected by each organization, that Ball Bearings has 
attempted to fill by offering a promotional partnership and shared content with the 
Daily News. The prevailing attitude in the Daily News has been, "we could do that." 
Our response has been, "but you don't, and we can do it for you, and do it well." 
In our coverage of the first weekend of heightened police vigilance on campus, 
we undertook a joint venture to ride along with police officers and document the 
crackdown first hand through words, sound and photos. In the end, Ball Bearings 
produced an audio experience based on interviews with a campus police officer on 
duty, and the Daily News offered more traditional coverage of events. Each story 
linked to the other and supported each other's coverage through individual strengths. 
The problem with this kind of convergence, we quickly learned was that each 
medium expected to work together on the story on every aspect. We requested audio 
gathering and feature photos from traditional news reporters and they expected print 
product from our multimedia personnel. By the end of the proj ect both groups had 
learned that the most effective reporting is done when each organization works in 
its own strengths to create separate products, but shares in the information gathering 
process and presents the product as a package. 
Unfortunately, many journalism programs, including Ball State's, are leaning 
towards what Gordon refers to as "structural convergence." In this approach, 
journalists are taught disciplines across a variety of platforms. Print journalists are 
taught to create broadcast packages and multimedia specialists are taught to write' 
about school board meetings. In this push to create Renaissance journalists, capable 
of doing anything, the school is, instead, turning out reporters who can't do much of 
anything at a professional level. 
On a limited scale, this kind of instruction is worthwhile in that it teaches 
a respect for each discipline. It allows reporters to make realistic demands of 
photographers and broadcasters, and vice-versa. Each knows the abilities and 
limitations of the other disciplines and can work with practitioners of each to create a 
cohesive whole. 
However, when taught as an alternative to traditional departmentalized 
instruction, it turns journalists into "jacks of all trades, and masters of none." Despite 
the best teaching, a traditional print writer will never produce the same quality of 
video as a skilled broadcaster. A photographer may produce award-winning photos, 
but never write at a publishable level. 
By teaching to individual strengths while giving an overview of all disciplines, 
journalism schools can prepare students for what is commonly referred to as 
"backpack" journalism. This convergence philosophy aids converged newsrooms 
by limiting the number of staff members required to cover a single event across 
disciplines. Basically, backpack journalism is sending one journalist out to a specific 
event to gather audio, video and pictures and to write a story on the entire event, 
rather than sending a crew of specifically trained individuals at additional expense to 
the newsroom. 
This approach to structural convergence has proven invaluable during wartime 
coverage or Olympic coverage where available journalists are at a premium because 
of newsroom budgets. For traditional newsrooms, however, regular use of this' 
kind of coverage leads to unnecessarily sub-par photography, audio or video by 
inexperienced print reporters. 
Ball State's journalism and telecommunication departments recently added 
convergence courses to the regular curricula. In these courses, prospective print 
and broadcast journalists learn the basics of different media. While this is beneficial 
because it gives students an understanding of other media storytelling techniques, 
many of the professors in charge are teaching students that convergence means 
they will have to be able to competently do every job in both print and broadcast 
newsrooms. 
The idea that everyone must do everything, and do it well, is exactly the 
attitude that threatens to destroy convergence even before it is widely accepted and 
in common use. The secret to effective and workable convergence plans is to let 
groups focus on what they do well, sharing resources and information, and creating a 
package that tells the story through the strengths of each discipline as effectively as 
possible. Having experts in each medium working in their comfort zones and with a 
thorough knowledge of the craft yields a consistently better outcome. 
While working with the Daily News on our first major convergence project, 
one of the major hurdles we faced was because of ignorance about the different media 
and the differences in how stories are created for print and the Web. On the first night 
of ride-alongs, the Daily News sent their photographers. While I had tried to impress 
on them the importance of gathering what might seem like an excessively large 
number of photos and a focus on illustrating the statements the police officer made 
during the interviews, the photographers returned with only a handful of front page-
quality photos. 
The first step to eliminating this problem in the future is to better educate the 
photographers about the demands of the medium. By going over some photo stories 
from our files and stressing the types of photos we were looking for and their eventual 
use, the photographers would have been better prepared to gather usable images. 
Even this, however, isn't enough. The photographers, expressing an altogether 
too common frustration among traditional print journalists, saw the more feature-like 
focus of Ball Bearings as shallow or less important than a hard-news angle on events. 
F or the second night of photos, we sent our own photographer - one who 
was better versed in the medium and understood the mission we were trying to 
accomplish. She returned with a much more suitable product because she understood 
the concept and the medium. 
In a real newsroom, this same theory applies. Sending a reporter with a 
camera to get a mug shot may be acceptable, but to get high quality video coverage of 
an event it is best to send a properly trained crew, if possible. 
Simply working for a multimedia organization is like looking at a microcosm 
of convergence. It is bringing together designers and software specialists with 
traditional writers and reporters, photographers and broadcasters to create a product 
that fully utilizes the strengths of the Web - that is, unlimited space, the ability to use 
photos, audio and video simultaneously, and the ability to create a truly interactive 
product. 
Internally, a media organization must bring all of the aspects of broadcast, print 
and radio journalism, as well as programmers and photographers, together to create 
a cohesive product. We overcame one major obstacle to achieving this cohesiveness 
at Ball Bearings by stepping away from the "structural convergence" model. 
Initially, we asked reporters to write, take photos, gather audio, create multimedia 
presentations and build Web pages individually. This caused a lot of stress and 
unnecessary trouble as we struggled to force photographers to write coherent copy 
and writers to build Flash presentations. 
While we still adhere to this model somewhat because of staffing shortages, 
the addition of a photo editor to assign photographers to each writer's story allowed 
both writer and photographer greater freedom to do what each does best. We are 
continuing this trend with the addition of a new Flash programmer and page editor 
who will take over many of the duties our writers are currently carrying out and 
leaving more staff able to concentrate on their particular strengths. 
We have also attempted to recruit more technical people to create interactive 
content. In its first semester, Ball Bearings tottered on the brink of becoming just 
another print publication posting large text stories on the Web. Recently, we have 
struggled to promote an increased emphasis on interactive media content over large 
print stories, and we are succeeding surprisingly well as our reporters begin to learn 
different ways to present their research. 
Fully using the medium to its greatest advantage has been a struggle for many 
burgeoning Web organizations. Like with any new media, it is hard for groups 
who are used to a certain structure and news gathering strategy to approach a new 
form of storytelling which would more fully meet the enormous potential of the 
Internet. When television was introduced, early broadcasters did little more than 
read traditional newspaper articles out loud to readers. The equivalent is currently 
happening as papers do little more than plug print content into form pages day after 
day. 
One cause of this failure to embrace digital media is a sense among existing 
media outlets that the Web threatens their own existence. As the youth market - a 
desirable and difficult to attract demographic - moves towards digital media for their 
coverage, some organizations feared that traditional journalism was being supplanted 
by new, cocky, Web-savvy youth. 
Now, however, as journalists are discovering the storytelling power of narrated 
photo slide shows and interactive quizzes and polls they are expanding their horizons 
and their coverage. Wider audiences are also looking at these pieces as Internet 
connections become more and more common and connection speeds continue to 
increase. During 9/11, Internet multimedia was some of the most viewed coverage of 
the day's events. 
The truth is, digital media seems to attract wide segments of the population, 
not only because its malleable and constantly changing look and feel are appealing 
to a young, hip and easily distracted audience, but because interactivity by its very 
nature appeals to a variety of individuals rather than to a specific demographic. 
In his "Reflections on Interactivity," Luis Arata, the chairperson of the 
Department of Fine Arts, Langiuages, and Philosophy at Quinnipiac University, 
points out that "interactivity is best suited to deal with multiple perspectives, it 
invites emergence, offers a broader sense of play, and has a pragmatic outlook. In 
other words, an interactive view celebrates a constructive flexibility well suited for 
navigating in open, changing, or unknown environments." 
Kevin Kawamoto, author of "Digital Journalism" and the technology studies 
manager at The Freedom Forum Media Studies Center, sees this developing medium 
as an increasingly vital part of the news-reporting field. 
"As digital media continue to grow as venues for the news and information 
needs of the public, the traditional news media and their digital media offshoots will 
need to see themselves as essential to each other's long-term survival," Kawamoto 
said. 
These are the multimedia and print stories I completed in the course of this project. I 
believe they show a strong, steady improvement in both my writing and my grasp of 
multimedia storytelling. 
These stories also chronicle the development of a working and mutually beneficial 
relationship between Ball Bearings and the Ball State Daily News as we attempted to 
put convergence theories to work in a working newsroom environment. 
In order to preserve the look and feel of the Ball Bearings Web site and to prevent 
confusion, each story loads in a separate page. This page will contain commentary 
and additional links to add context and background to the project and the work that 
went into creating it. 
These stories, when explored from left to right, form a timeline of creative develop-
ment from the earliest to the latest, beginning in the fall of 2003 and ending in early 
May of2004. 
This story was inspired by a Ball Bearings staff member who, every Tuesday 
night, would sit on the edge of her seat and run out the door at the end of our weekly 
staff meeting to get home in time to watch American Idol. Never having watched it 
myself, I couldn't help but wonder what all the fuss was about. 
As it turns out, it was bigger than I thought. 
After completing my research I realized that every source I spoke to named 
Idol judge Simon Cowell as one of the main factors in the show's overwhelming 
success. I decided to capitalize on how much people enjoy his sarcasm and put-downs 
and create something fun and interactive that would match the lighthearted tone of the 
story. 
As my second attempt at interactive Flash content I think it turned out well. 
Visually it is very basic, and the random number generation it relies on to come up 
with random insults is a little unreliable, leading to the same phrase being used many 
times in a row, but I think it's effective, and reader response has been positive. 
One concern that arose as I was building this was whether or not it would 
be considered fair use to appropriate Simon Cowell's name. While the site is not 
commercial and makes no profit and the use was clearly for parody, I decided to play 
it safe and use only his first name. It works just as well, although I don't like that it 
might be confused with the game "Simon." 
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The American Idol 
Phenomenon 
story and multimedia by Anna 
McCleary 
photos by Jennifer. Cecil 
Take a skin tight silver vinyl 
pant suit, add a few annoying 
vocal embellishments and 
maybe a dash of real talent. Stir 
in some Bette Midler tunes and 
at least one rude British judge. 
Embellish with shoddy 
production values and a generic 
computer-generated 
introduction. Serve on 
consecutive nights with Ryan 
Seacrest. 
Somehow, that has become 
the formula for a new television 
smash hit. Fox's "American 
Idol" is not only changing 
network television's 
competitive landscape -- it's 
also the latest subject of water-
cooler gossip and Ball State 
student fanaticism, becoming a Sing to your computer. Now it can tell you what it thinks ... 
new kind of interactive 
competitive sport and national 
pastime. 
When Idol was introduced in the summer of 200 I, it quickly grew to be the most 
talked about television show of the season, thanks in part to the sharp tongue of judge 
Simon Cowell, who seemed to relish his job of putting mediocre talents in their place 
with quips like, "You sound like someone who should be singing on a cruise ship. 
And then halfway through the song, I imagined the ship sinking." His cut downs, 
along with a general fascination with seeing pop-star hopefuls succeed or fail, made 
the show a subject of contentious, if harmless, national gossip. 
The talent competition turned new-age freak show proved to be enough to captivate 
nearly 30 million viewers in its third season. The show is a Tuesday and Wednesday 
night ratings juggernaut, drawing more viewers during its 8 p.m. timeslot than all 5 
other major networks combined. 
The draw of Idol brought higher ratings to shows in adjacent time slots as well. 
"Bernie Mac," "24" and "Wanda at Large" received major ratings boosts after the 
premier of Idol. Bush's State of the Union address on Fox also drew a record number 
of viewers in its post-Idol timeslot, actually beating ABC in total number of viewers. 
Idol scored some of its biggest numbers in the coveted 18-24 demographic. During the 
2002 finale, the battle between Kelly Clarkson and Justin Guarini drew Fox's highest 
ever ratings among young adults for a non-sports night. 
Ball State is no 
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exception to this trend. 
Across campus students 
hunker down in dorm 
rooms and study lounges 
on Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights to 
watch contestants vie for 
America's vote and 
Cowell's approval. 
In LaFollett's Breyton-
Clevenger residence hall, 
students place bets 
informally at the 
beginning of the season American Idol is a week~v prime-time staple for some students 
for the contestants they 
would like to see win. 
Off campus, local bars tum their big screen televisions to idol on Tuesdays and 
Wednesdays to appease the customers and occasionally even the bartenders. At the 
End Zone, a Muncie sports bar, Idol plays on at least one big screen every Tuesday. 
At Buffalo Wild Wings in the Village the show is by request only - except for the 
premiere - but the bartenders agree that it is requested more than any other non-sports 
show. 
Some students extend their love of the show to the Internet where hundreds of fan 
Web sites and chat rooms are dedicated to all things Idol. Ball State freshman Britny 
Tewell, who claims to have only missed one episode of Idol in all three seasons, 
maintains a website dedicated in part to the show. She says she enjoys discussing each 
night's competitors with other fans online because they "really know what they are 
talking about and they like it almost as much as I do." 
One reason for Idol's popularity with students is because of the control the audience 
has in choosing a winner, said Mary Spillman, who teachers a media analysis and 
criticism course at Ball State. Feeling control over the outcome gives viewers a sense 
of being part of the show. 
Consequently, viewers show up night after night and cast their votes almost 
religiously. Last season's finale was based on 24 million votes, although about 200 
million votes were lost because of jammed circuits. 
Another reason for Idol's fan following is the show's competitive nature. For some, 
Idol fills the same niche as competitive sports. Fans get wrapped up in following a 
certain contestant in much the same way sports enthusiasts follow certain teams. 
Jeff Fry, an associate professor of psychology at Ball State, is an expert on the 
psychology of sports. He says there are many parallels between the way people watch 
American Idol and the way they watch traditional sporting events, including 
associating with certain players or contestants for a vicarious thrill. 
Spillman said that American Idol is a new kind of national pastime for its audience. 
"It's like the super bowl," said Spillman. "You have your favorite team." 
Like many sports, Idol has become "appointment television," Spillman said. Some 
viewers plan their evenings around the pop competition in the same way that football 
fans devote Sundays to watching a game. 
Some fans put more than their evenings on the line. Betting on Idol proved 
profitable for some followers of the show. During last season's finale, Intertops.com, 
an online gaming site, listed Ruben Studdard as a I O-to-13 bet and Clay Aiken as 10-
to-II. That means a bet on Studdard would cost $13 for the chance to in $10 and a 
bet on Aiken would cost only $11 for the same $10 won. This year gamblers are 
offered the chance to vote on the sex of the winner as well. 
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F or the rest of Idol's fan following just watching the contestants put on ridiculous 
outfits and get shot down by Cowell provides enough of a thrill to keep them coming 
back. 
All content copyright Boll Bearings 2004 
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1 included this story, despite the fact that it has no multimedia as a foil to my 
other stories. It serves to highlight how much interactive content would improve what 
would otherwise be a very basic print package. 
When 1 began at Ball Bearings 1 was a writer. Nothing more. 1 was used 
to creating work that would be displayed on paper and 1 worked around those 
limitations. 1 grew complacent, and when finally faced with a media that had so many 
other possibilities 1 did what many well-meaning Web news sites do - limit myself to 
what can be done on paper. 
This was my first major feature on Ball Bearings, and the one that - pardon 
the pun - I get the most crap about. 1 was inspired to do it at first by a really clean 
bathroom I discovered while in the very back of the stacks at Bracken. My first 
thought was, "I wish I had known about this before." My second was, "this would 
make a great story." 
Chances are I would never have actually written this story if it hadn't been for 
a disparaging mark made about the idea by a professor. I was assured that, while it 
was a good idea, it would be too edgy to talk about poop. 
1 took the challenge. 
I knew from the beginning that 1 wanted to do reviews, but in retrospect it 
would have made sense to allow users to give a separate review as well. That way, it 
isn't just this one reporter's opinion - it would reflect the feelings of our readership as 
a whole. 
This story would also have benefited from a way to plug in the appropriate 
values into the poop equation to get a real answer - a simple task in retrospect, but far 
beyond my capabilities at that point. 1 was so unused to the media that I never even 
thought to assign the project to someone who could. 
I think the story is still edgy, funny and interesting. However, it seems obvious 
now that it was severely limited by the imaginary restrictions that my print writing 
training put onto my writing. 
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How clean is 
that seat? 
by Anna McCleary ::: 
photos by Nick Larison 
What's so scary about 
public toilet seats? Your 
mother constantly warned 
you against them and your 
friends told you that you 
could, like, get herpes and 
stuff. 
As it turns out, you don't 
have much to worry about. 
"Honestly, toilet seats get a pretty bad rap," said infectious-disease expert Dr. 
Richard OIds. 
While no one would suggest taking your meals at one, the public restroom toilet 
isn't nearly the disease-laden germ-fest that your mother would have you believe. In 
fact, very few diseases are able to live on the seat surface. Specifically, HIV and 
hepatitis B or C have not been shown to be transmittable through contact with a seat. 
But that hasn't stopped the demand for toilet seat covers and ready-at-hand 
disinfecting sprays. Some women still attempt an awkward squat over the seat, trying 
to avoid contact with the surface. 
The International Sanitary Supply Association reports that money spent on paper 
toilet-seat liners and trash bags for public bathrooms around the world has increased 
from $1.2 billion in 1995, to $1.4 billion in 1998 and $2 billion in 2001. 
Dirty toilets aren't the problem said OIds, an expert on parasitic infections and 
infectious diseases. "The two major problems ... are no paper, and no opportunity to 
wash your hands" after using the toilet. 
"You probably run a bigger risk of getting a disease from the doorknob of a 
bathroom," he added, because people's hands - not backsides - transmit many 
germs. 
Toilet seats are not a vector for - that is, a means of transmitting - sexually 
transmitted diseases either. Genital herpes, the most common STD in America is 
transmitted only through direct contact between mucoud membranes. 
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Unfortunately, public toilets are transmitters of pubic lice, also known as crabs. 
Don't worry too much about that, however. Because crabs are visible to the naked eye, 
you can tell what seats to avoid. There are also a few bacteria and viruses that could 
possibly be transmitted, such as strep (streptococcus) and staph (staphylococcus) 
bacteria which are commonly found on the skin. 
The Norwalk viruses, the most common source of gastroenteritis, can also 
occasionally be found on seats, but the viruses are most often spread through 
contaminated food rather than skin to mouth contact. 
Just remember; even at their worst, American public toilet seats are lush compared 
to those in many foreign countries. It's not uncommon for foreign toilets to have no 
seat at all - merely a hole in the floor to squat above. 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Bathroorn sanitation 
The scoop on poop 
story by 6[)nQMc(J~QfY 
Ladies - are you tired of your 
boyfriends/ brothers/fathers clogging 
your toilet after a long night eating 
head-sized burritos? Gentlemen-
have you ever gone into the bathroom 
after your girlfriends/mothers/sisters 
and found a coiler the size of a trout? 
According to a study done by the 
American Journal of Clinical 
Nutrition, Americans between the 
ages of 18 and 80 years old squeezed 
out between 19 and 278 grams of 
dookie per day over a seven-day 
study. That's anywhere from 411 OOths 
of a pound to over a half a pound of 
waste in a day - and in Africa and 
Asia that figure can more than double. 
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That surprisingly large amount of poop is caused by the fiber in your diet. The 
average turd is up to 75 percent water. The approximately 25 percent solid matter is 
comprised mostly of indigestible material like gum and com kernel skins (33 percent), 
dead bacteria (50 percent) and mucus and bile secretions which give it color. It's the 
indigestible fiber that holds the majority of the water. Ergo, the more fiber, the more 
water and therefore the more poop. 
A recent article on NewScientist.com gave the equation for the weight of poop as: 
fecal weight = Wf(l+Hf) + Wb (I+Hb) + Wm (1+Hm) 
where W f is the dry weight of fiber in the colon, WB is the weight of the bacteria in 
the colon, and Wm is the metabolites and other substances in the colon that can affect 
the amount of water held by the fecal matter. Hf, Hb and Hm are the respective water-
holding abilities of each. 
But who wants to do all of that measuring? The rule of thumb to remember for poop 
weight is that for every gram of fiber consumed, there will be an increase of three to 
five grams in overall weight. 
Looking to beef up your poop volume? According to Metamucil.com, the dosage 
for its dietary fiber supplement is equivalent to 3.4 grams of fiber and can be taken up 
to three times a day for a limited time. That equates to 3.4 x 3 x ((3+5)/2), or roughly 
40.8 grams more poop per day - only about a tenth of a pound. But combine that with 
ball bearings Page 2 of2 
a couple of ears of com on the cob, a large salad, and cereal and you're ready to 
wreak some havok. 
Happy pooping. 
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The clock ticks over to 9:46 as you race along the cowpath towards class. As you 
slam your way through the crowd of oblivious students in front of you, the feeling 
suddenly strikes - the call of nature. You've got to stop somewhere before class, but 
where? You don't have time to take any chances with dirty, overcrowded bathrooms. 
How do you know where to stop? 
At Ball Bearings, we know the pain of stepping into a rancid, crowded bathroom and 
realizing that you just can't squeeze a drop under those conditions. That's why we've 
compiled a list of the best (and worst) bathrooms on campus to aid you in your search 
for the ideal place to drop the Browns off at the pool. 
We've visited restrooms across campus and rated each based on the overall hygiene, 
the smell, the convenience, and the all-important fart factor, which rates the chance 
that any unflattering noises or smells will go unnoticed or can be blamed on the 
exchange student in the stall next to you. 
For your convenience we've rated bathrooms on the first floor of each building 
nearest to the main doors. Or, when that's impossible, we've opted to go down the 
stairs in search of potty nirvana - no one should have to work to pee. 
Ball Bearings would also like to point out that these ratings are entirely subjective 
and are based solely on comparisons between bathrooms on campus. Just for the 
record, every bathroom reviewed was markedly cleaner than the author's personal 
bathroom. We applaud and support the hardworking men and women who keep the 
campus bathrooms so clean (and crab-free). 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Bathroorn sanitation 
Administration 
story by AnnQMcCIe..Qry ::: 
photos by Nict~Q[ison 
If you've never been inside 
of this building before, you're 
not alone. Be the first of your 
friends to say 'I've seen the 
giant model of campus." It's 
guaranteed to make you 
popular. 
Hygiene 11111 
Page 1 of2 
The scoop 0'1 poop 
Students almost never use these bathrooms - and it shows. They are well 
maintained, but more than that - they aren't abused. In all, it's a fairly pleasant place 
to go, and spend some quality time recycling your fiber. 
smelll 
A perfect score - as shocking as this may sound, it smelled really good in this 
bathroom. Enough to make one reporter stop, sniff, and say "Man, it smells good in 
here. If there were bonus points to give in this category, the administration building 
would qualify. 
Fort Factor 11111 
These bathrooms are in hallways that are nearly empty most of the day, and the only 
people you are likely to see are office workers and important officials that you will 
most likely never see again. So go ahead, let one rip. 
Convenience 1 
The reason that these bathrooms are still so nice is that no student ever goes there. 
And there's a reason for that. There's no reason to ever go in, unless you work there 
or you need to use the copy center. But if you're on that side of campus anyway, it's 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.comlfeature/toiletStory/admin.htm 511012004 
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worth the short trip. 
Overall Rating 11111 
Smelling is believing. A very high quality bathroom experience. 
Options 
Once you've tried the downstairs bathrooms, you might even try venturing upstairs 
for other, differently decorated but equally nice restrooms. Don't worry - there's an 
elevator. 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Bathroom sanitation 
Art and 
Journalism 
story by Anna McCleary ::: 
photos by Nick Lgrisoo 
The newest completed 
building on campus, AJ is 
home to the newest 
bathrooms as well. And while 
new might not mean clean, 
gosh dam it they are pretty. 
Sophomore Emily Krauser 
recommends checking out the 
unique toilet seats. "They 
make me laugh," she said of 
the super-short seats. 
Hygiene 11111 
Page 1 of2 
Tho seOOL) (Xl OUOp 
Perhaps its only because they're shiny and new, but the bathrooms in AJ are worth a 
look. Large, spacious,and surprisingly attractive, AJ offers what may be the best large 
bathrooms on campus. The boys bathrooms, however, seem to have taken a beating, 
with paint peeled off of the walls, graffiti, and even a mysterious gouge in one of the 
walls. 
sme"llll 
There is very little noticeable smell on most days. The high volume of traffic from 
the Atrium (and lets remember the kind of greasy, gut-busting food they sell down 
there) makes the discovery of something unpleasant a fairly likely event. 
Fort Factor ill 
There is a bit of an echo factor in most AJ bathrooms. However, because they are 
located off of high-traffic thoroughfares, the chances of anyone hearing your mistake 
are fairly limited. In peak times there may be a problem in the number of people 
around inside the bathroom. 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.comlfeature/toiletStory/aj.htm 511012004 
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Convenience ill 
Despite the whole building being in the center of campus life at Ball State, the 
bathroom is off the beaten path. In normal trips through the building the bathroom 
would not be on the way; instead, reaching the john would take a slight detour. 
Overall Rating llli 
Not perfect, but pretty dam close. Just be sure to take the time to admire the 
freshness of your surroundings. Subsequent classes ofBSU students won't have that 
luxury. 
Options 
Going upstairs in AJ won't make much of a difference, but be warned: the upstairs 
bathrooms can be tricky to find because they're not located at the same place on each 
floor. 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Bathroom sanitation Tho SCOOLJ O~'I puoo 
Bracken Library 
story by Anna McCleary ::: photos by 
Nick Larison 
In the four or so years most of us will 
be at Ball State chances are that at least 
one heavily-caffeinated, sleepless night 
will be spent futilely wandering the 
stacks in Bracken. On those nights it's 
critically important to know where to 
put that fourth extra tall mocha latte 
you washed down your no-doze with at 
3 a.m. 
Hygiene 1 
Page 1 of2 
Dismal. Not only was the bathroom dirty, half of it was broken. Apparently despite 
being in a bastion of higher learning, many BSU students have not mastered the art of 
flushing. The smell was fairly atrocious due to the vast quantities of un flushed waste. 
Smell 1 
Did I mention the unflushed waste? 
Fart Factor ill 
A steady flow of traffic and the lingering smell of decay could fairly well hide any 
embarrassing toots. On the other side of the door, however, is half of the student 
body. It could be a recipe for disaster. 
Convenience ill 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.comlfeature/toiletStorylbracken.htm 5/1012004 
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When you're pulling a late night session on WebCat trying to find just the right 
book on Henry James you can't afford to wander around in search of relief. It's a 
quick in and out and back to studying. Hey - we never said convenience was a good 
thing. 
Overall Rating 11 
There are too many alternatives in the building to settle for this kind of filth. Step 
away from your studies and take the bathroom break you deserve. Just don't fall 
asleep in there. 
Options 
At the farthest southwest comer of each floor, in the very back of the stacks are 
bathrooms that are almost never used. These are prime real estate. Savor them. Your 
bathroom at home will never be that c1ean.(See editor's pick). 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Bathroom sanitation 
College of 
Architecture and 
Planning 
story by Anna McCleary ::: 
photos by {\jir::;/<;LQrisQQ 
Architecture students have 
been known to live in this 
building for semesters on 
end. It raises the question of 
how you takes a bath in a 
sink. 
Hygiene ill 
Page 1 of2 
The scoop on poup 
Senior architecture major Brianne Bergeman, who has spent the majority of her time 
over the last 4 years in the CAP building says that the architecture bathrooms are 
actually very clean. 
"Someone is psycho about disease," said Bergeman. "They are always fumigating in 
there. There's disinfecting spray in several of them." 
At first glance, however, the first floor bathroom seems gloomy and fairly messy, 
from standing water on the countertops to trash everywhere. 
Smell ill 
The prevailing smell in bathroom was that of disinfecting spray, which begged the 
question of what neededthat much disinfecting. But it was bearable, and not as 
unpleasant as the alternative 
Fort Factor ill 
Chances are that you'll be alone in the architecture bathrooms except around 5 p.m. 
when studios let out, and the double doors make for a soundproof environment. But 
keep in mind, leaving something truly nasty is just rude, especially because this 
building is like a second home to most students. 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.comlfeature/toiletStory/cap.htm 5/10/2004 
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Convenience 11 
Unless you're an architecture major, chances are there's no reason for you to ever 
use one of these bathrooms. But I'm sure anyone who has spent more than 18 hours 
bent over a project will tell you that they're invaluable. 
Overall RaHng ill 
Overall, these are pretty average places to poo. Nothing worth seeing for anyone 
except archies. 
Options 
In the architecture building you would think that the architects would have put some 
thought into the layout of the bathrooms on each floor. Not so, says Bergeman. 
"Architecture's (bathrooms) are dumb, because there's only one gender per floor or 
they rotate position. Its kinda weird." Bergeman does admit that the first floor 
bathrooms seem to be the best in the building, however. 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Bathroorn sanitatIon The seOOL) 0"1 LhJOp 
Cooper Science 
story by AnDQj'ytcCLf;;QIY ::: photos by 
t"lJckLQ[is.on 
For a building full of people who study 
virulent diseases, bacteria, treating 
infectious disease and chemicals, Cooper 
Science offers very little in the way of 
clean-bathroom technology. Shoebox is 
the only way to describe the bathrooms -
and that's if you can find them. 
Hygiene 11 
Page 1 0[2 
Sophomore Nicole Nemore, called the first floor CS bathrooms 'pretty small and 
pretty rank." She was right on. When classes let out there is often a line of students 
waiting to let go of their morning coffee. And that many students mean overused 
facilities. There appeared to be something growing on the faucets, and the fact that 
there were only three toilets in the room brought to mind the sheer number of naked 
butt-cheeks that each one must have seen since the building opened in 1967. 
smenill 
There was no noticeable smell, at least to the ladies bathroom. How likely it is to 
stay that way, however, is anyone's guess. 
Fort Factor 11 
With the enormous crowds looking for a place to go, don't even think about taking 
the time to make a grunt sculpture. 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.comlfeature/toiletStory/cs.htm 5/10/2004 
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Convenience ill 
Although it's the only first floor bathroom and its fairly centrally located, you have 
to know where to look to find this bathroom. And the boy's side is hidden even better. 
That's bad news when you've got a wee turtle's head poking out. 
Overall Rating 11 
Tiny, overcrowded and hard to find. But we've got a sneaking suspicion that a 
bacterium knows better than to show its face in CS. 
Options 
Nemore, who spends a lot of time in CS, recommends going upstairs to the nursing 
hallways for better bathrooms. 
"Nurses have the best bathrooms," she said. 
We can only hope. 
All content copyright Boll Bearings 2004 
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Bathroom sanitation 
Robert Bell 
story by AOOQMc(;lf;:QfY::: 
photos by ['JiCKLQri~QD 
The Robert Bell Building is 
home to what may be the 
most heavily and 
disgustingly used bathrooms 
on campus. Not only is there 
nearly always a wait to get a 
stall, but on the girls' side 
there's a competition for 
mirror space as well. 
Hygienel 
Page 1 of2 
Tho scoop 0;1 POOp 
Keep in mind that RB houses not only liberal-arts students, but computer science as 
well. Neither is well known for solid hygiene skills. These bathrooms are littered with 
tiny scraps of toilet paper from goodness knows where and occasionally even a stray 
box of tampons. These don't even come with an applicator - keep that in mind when 
shaking hands with your English professor. 
smelll 
The bathrooms in RB have a faint, untraceable odor that, well, is better left 
untraced. It's almost as though there's a ghost ofpoo past, and your presence is 
making it very angry. 
Fart Factor ill 
While there is almost always going to be another person within hearing range in this 
bathroom, the sheer crowds of people there during class changes makes singling one 
person out as the perpetrator nearly impossible. 
Convenience lili 
Although it's in a five star location, the inevitable line of students waiting to pee at 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.comlfeature/toiletStory/rb.htm 5/1012004 
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class change drops this bathroom a star. 
Overall Rating 1 
Despite being the most convenient bathroom in the building, the general state of 
cleanliness and the number of other students competing for toilet time makes this 
bathroom nearly unusable. 
Options 
Other floors in the building seem to be in the same condition, so try the TeOM 
building next door. end of the first hall. 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Bathroorn sanitatIon 
student Center 
story by AnnQMcC/~Qry ::: 
photos by Nick Larison 
The old timers like to speak 
of days long ago when the 
student center was - get this -
the center of student life. 
Now, all but abandoned, SC 
is a great place to go when 
you want to get away. From 
everything. 
Hygieneli 
Page 1 of2 
Tho SC()()O on poop 
There wasn't very much noticeable dirt, but the atmosphere was so dismal that there 
was a distinct feeling that dirt was lurking somewhere nearby, waiting and watching 
for its chance to take over. 
smelll 
In both the male and female restrooms there was a mild but definite stink. And 
judging from the neatly placed newspaper in the men's restroom, someone comes 
here quite often to cook a meat loaf in the porcelain saucepan. And that's not 
something you want to walk in on. 
Fort Factor 1 
Because the bathroom is - like so many others on campus - the size of a closet, and 
there seems to be a tendency for things to echo inside of the cinder-block walls, any 
questionable noises will not only be noticed by anyone else in the room, they will 
actually be amplified. 
Convenience 1 
No, really - when was the last time you went into the student center on purpose? If 
you're like most students, it was orientation. 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.comlfeature/toiletStory/sc.htm 5/10/2004 
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Overall Rating 11 
That last half a plunger is out of pity. This is probably a very lonely bathroom. 
Options 
Junior Holly Lawson recommends the bathrooms across from the Tally. "They're 
always cleaning them,' she said. "They're better than the ones across from the 
information desk." 
All content copyright Boll Beorings 2004 
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Bathroorn sanitatIon The scoop on poop 
Ball Communication 
story by Anno McC/t;;Qry ::: photos by t:lk;;J;. 
LQ(ison 
The Robert Bell Building is home to what 
may be the most heavily and disgustingly 
used bathrooms on campus. Not only is 
there nearly always a wait to get a stall, but 
on the girls' side there's a competition for 
mirror space as well. 
Hygieneil 
Page 1 of2 
Though clean in comparison to its nearest rival, RB, the closet-like space of this 
bathroom means that if anyone has left a mess in the last 24 hours, there are no toilet 
or sink options to tum to. The faucets and door handle needed a good cleaning, and 
there was a rather disturbing blob of something on the trash can, but even at the end 
of the day the toilets looked to be in good condition. 
Smell ill 
Although the size of the bathroom is a factor here again, there isn't an offensive 
smell, although it begs the question of how dangerous is it to breathe disinfectant 
fumes for an extended period of time. 
Fort Factor ill 
Because there are only 2 stalls and the bathroom is in a heavily traveled location, 
there will be no doubt in anyone's mind where the toots are coming from. Also, 
crowds of students congregate just outside of these restrooms, which means that if 
you decide to launch a butt shuttle, everyone in the hallway will probably notice. And 
stare at you as you leave. 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.comlfeature/toiletStory/tcom.htm 5/10/2004 
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Convenience lill 
If you're on your way to a class in TCQM, Ai, R8 or any combination of the three 
you're sure to pass by. 
Overall Rating 11 
This bathroom is an acceptable destination if you're desperate or in a real hurry, but 
it might be worth it to pinch it back if you can make it somewhere a bit less busy and 
a little more spacious. 
Options 
At the end ofthe hall, past the Tcom main office and hidden from the throngs of 
people on their way from AJ to RB is another set of bathrooms with the same layout 
and fixtures but on a larger scale. But along with the same fixtures come the same 
suspicious stains. Still, if you need a bathroom in the area this alternative will give 
you a little more elbow room as well as privacy. 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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This is a story about how colleges across the nation are cracking down on 
college drinking and how well the crackdowns have worked. I wrote it in response 
to the overwhelming reaction to Ball State's "Police Yourself' policy, which was 
instated after the alcohol-related deaths of Karl Harford and Michael McKinney this 
year. The policy is intended to inform and educate students about the consequences of 
drinking, and the response by the student body has been overwhelmingly negative. 
It is accompanied by a quiz on students' rights and drinking laws, which I built 
in Flash. It was my most complex bit of programming to date, and I was very pleased 
with how well it turned out. We also decided to accompany this story with a game 
about the effects and consequences of drinking that was submitted last semester and 
was waiting in our story bank for an appropriate tie-in. 
The most difficult aspect of this story was deciding how to present the quiz 
questions. Legal matters are full of loopholes and can be extraordinarily complex. I 
tried to keep the questions as lighthearted and interesting as possible, but providing 
justification proved difficult. The law is fairly dry, and doesn't appeal to most readers. 
If I were to re-create this package, I would condense and lighten the tone of 
the explanatory paragraphs and perhaps replace them with video clips of an officer 
explaining why these things are illegal or not. This would eliminate the need for so 
much text and add an interesting visual element. 
This is another example of how online stories can really benefit from 
interactive elements. This story, because it is almost entirely words, is less interesting 
than many of my others. 
If I were to re-do this story, I would include more of an interactive graphic to 
deal with the statistics cited in the article. This would be more visually interesting to 
the reader than the current static box. 
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Losing our Greeks 
story and infographic by Anna 
McCleary: photos by Jennifer Cecil 
Students going to college in the 
hopes of finding "Animal House" 
may soon find no house at all. 
In the 1978 John Landis film, "it 
was the Deltas against the rules ... 
and the rules lost." Today, 
universities are cracking down on 
fraternities and, this time around, 
the fraternities seem to be losing. 
This year's Phi Sigma Kappa meets infront of composite 
photos of years past, highlighting the difference in class size 
between then and now. 
Membership rates at Ball State University fraternities have declined 38 percent over the 
last 10 years, mirroring a 42 percent decline in fraternity enrollment nationwide. Although 
some at Ball State blame the university's new housing plan for the drop in recruitment, 
studies show that the drop reflects a fundamental shift in perception of fraternity life. Not 
only has Greek life lost the sense of honor and prestige it held during its peak years in the 
1970s and 1980s, but many parents and administrators are working to protect college men 
from the "beer bash, vandalism and theft" mentality that has plagued fraternities for years. 
"The early 90s was the end of a boom period, when lawsuits really started to take a toll," 
said Rob Turning, the assistant director of Student Organizations and Activities at Ball 
State. "It was the end of the 80s' big party atmosphere when people still put up with 'boys 
will be boys.' Most of it is people are finally holding fraternities accountable for what they 
were founded to be. The Animal House mentality killed it." 
(story continued below) 
At Ball State, fraternities have found themselves being held accountable at a steadily increasing 
rate. In the past five years, Ball State fraternities have been placed on probation, suspension or 
http://www.ballbearingsonline.com!fcalure/frals/index.hlm Page 
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been disbanded 18 times, compared with six suspensions in the five years before that. Three 
fraternities have disbanded since June 2002, two of which were because the fraternities defaulted 
on loans, leaving Ball State to assume payments. 
Some fraternity members blame the defaulted loans on the Housing and Residence Life 
Premium Plan that was instituted in 2000 by Ball State, which is keeping many sophomores in 
the dorms rather than in the . houses. 
Fraternity members leave their house after a 
meeting Sunday, April 4. 2004. 
Turning, however, places the blame for 
the defaulted loans on fraternities being 
unwilling to hold senior members 
accountable for agreements to live in the 
house. According to Turning, before the 
Premium Plan, chapters relied on 
sophomores and their housing fees to make 
rent. Now they are being faced with making 
the seniors pay up or losing their houses 
altogether 
Sophomore Sig Ep member Corey Krause said he knows students who can't join fraternities 
because of concerned parents who don't understand the truth about Greek life. "Shows on MT 
give fraternities a bad name," said Krause. "People think it's just one big party." 
Studies have shown that that at least some of the perception is true. Although several 
fraternities, such as Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Nu have chosen to go dry nationally, there is still 
a problem with alcohol abuse at many fraternities. The 2001 Harvard School of Public Health 
College Alcohol Study (CAS), a national study of college drinking, found that fraternity members 
were much more likely to drink heavily than their non-fraternity peers. (75.1 percent versus 48.6 
percent). 
Drinking isn't the only problem, however. In 1999, the Core Institute reported that about half 
of students living in a fraternity of sorority house did poorly on a test or project and about 70 
percent missed a class - twice the average of all other students. 
In order to combat the alcohol and 
truancy problems common to fraternities, 
many schools across the country are 
choosing to remove fraternities and 
sororities altogether, a move that has 
already happened at schools like Williams 
College, Bowdoin college, Colby College 
and Alfred University in New York. 
Inside the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity house. 
Public universities like Ball State, however, can't remove the Greek system as a whole, said 
John Connor of University Legal Services at Ball State. Public Universities cannot discriminate 
against certain groups of students and therefore remove only groups that break the law or 
university policy. 
At the rate it is currently declining, however, Ball State won't have to remove the fraternities at 
all- they'll disappear on their own. At the current rate of decline, Ball State's fraternity system 
has only about 20 years left. 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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This was the most important, and at the same time most difficult, story to 
produce. Weeks of negotiation and discussion of staffing and strategies for this 
collaboration went into preparing to try intra-departmental convergence on this scale, 
and I think in the end it was a success for almost everyone involved. 
It was most certainly not without problems, however. The sheer number 
of difficulties really proved that converging newsrooms, especially between such 
different organizations with different office politics, is much more difficult than it 
looks. On the Friday afternoon before the ride-along, I had to leave town to deal with 
paperwork in Indianapolis, and I missed the final meeting before the photographers 
and reporters left. When I returned at around 9:00, there was a note left for me that 
our editor was going out of town until 4:00 pm Saturday afternoon, leaving me to deal 
with anything that might come up on Saturday and to begin editing whatever assets 
the DN brought back. 
Unfortunately, nothing was brought back. The DN staff misunderstood our 
requests that they get us the assets as soon as possible, and despite repeated requests 
to deliver, didn't give us anything until 6pm. 
This is where the biggest controversy. We requested several hundred photos 
from the photographers, with 60 set as the bare minimum. They returned with about 
5. Because of that, we were forced to wait for a second day's product before we could 
begin work on the multimedia. 
To compound problems, the photographers, frustrated with an uneventful ride 
along on Friday, pulled out of going on Saturday night, leaving us in a lurch with no 
assets and no way to get more. 
We frantically began calling our own staff of photographers, some of which 
had agreed to be on call, and got someone to go on the ride along at the last minute. 
We picked up her photos and audio on Sunday morning at 8am and discovered 
that while the audio was outstanding, the photos were still not at the level we required 
for a really strong photo show. As I sat editing the audio, and desperately trying to 
think up ways to use it and fulfill our part of the collaboration, I came up with the idea 
of streaming the audio as part of a "Q&A" session with a cop. The final project turned 
out well, considering the circumstances, but there were plenty of snags along the way. 
There was also a bit of controversy about the audio. When we dropped our 
replacement photographer off at the police station, we stayed to make sure she got the 
audio equipment hooked up well. We had planned to wire the car for sound, but the 
officer insisted that we wire him instead. Not knowing that there was a problem, we 
complied. When the DN found out, however, there were some who were very upset. 
Apparently their chief reporter had made an agreement with the police chief that the 
officers would not be directly wired. 
In response, we defended our decision based on the circumstances, but 
apologized for undermining their agreement and assured them that had we known, we 
would have insisted that the microphone stay in the car. 
This incident just highlighted the fact that we are going to need better 
communication between newsrooms about agreements like that in the future. 
In the end, I think the project was worth the hassles and conflicts because in: 
the end we've begun what could be a really lucrative relationship. At the moment, 
we're negotiating further projects and the idea of becoming a "partner" to the Daily 
News' 72 Hours weekly section has us very excited. We're exploring ways to offer 
streaming audio of different campus bands to accompany their reviews and concert 
coverage, as well as specific story supplements. 
This was a rocky beginning to a real convergence relationship mostly because 
of misconceptions of what convergence really means and how it could be realistically 
used to produce a product that makes both organizations look good without tears 
or blood being shed. We did learn, however, that the smoothest course is to let each 
organization handle their own production aspects. Let the writers write and the 
programmers programs; teaching an entire staff new tricks only causes resentment 
and excessive anxiety. 
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last update: 5/5/04 
photos and audio by Ashley Powell ::: assembled by Anno McCleary and Mike Sayre 
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ALCOHOL: SGA vice president ticketed for minor consumption Sunday morning 
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19, denies being 
confronted by police 
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fraternity party. However. she 
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"I completely remember yester-
day t'V<Iling. ond rm soytng toyw 
that 1 was nol <1!ed· autunrdJj 
EIEmo, 19, said. "1 do not reaIl it 
because tt did not happen" 
jess<> Neill. o.Iawore Coonty Drug 
Task Forre officer. said Officer 
I 
Dil\id Spence 
cited I:lemo Coc 
minor consurq>-
lion. 
Elemo said 
she was at a 
party ot LanixIa 
Oli Alpha frat ... · 
nity Saturday 
night, but said 
-- she leItwlh her ~- friends "hen !be 
_foIU_ policearrt\·ed 
Neal said he 
spoke with 
Spence ond WllII told I:lemo o'-ed 
!beolficerherBilllStateID. 
Neal said Spence was able to give 
him a physical description ril:lemo 
ond her birth dale. Neal confirmed 
!be offICer'S Wocmation wlh !be 
cilatioo ticket. he said. To be sure, 
Neal said he sent one rilm officers 
bad to the police departrrent to 
check the ticket SUnday ~ 
nomo said she mneJI'b<rs walk-
+ 
ingpastpoliceofflCersbutsaidshe 
did not show her identi'lC3!icn 
, know how completely honi<! 
this sounds," EIemo said. "AlII can 
say is that ldidnolgetciled" 
Neal said EIEmo,like !be oIher86 
students died at the party, WiD need 
toappe:war8:30amonApril \3 in 
thecttycwrt. 
"I'm completely shocked," I:lfJllO 
said. "irsCalse." 
Seo--., ..... In_ ....... __the_ 
Police tight-lipped 
about student 
abduction case 
___CIHf 
NobIo'Wrlt! __ n....doy 
~1heolopJtlabdut:llonrA U WioaJnon _ Audrey Sol-
erbulhe_ ..... ....---
may_inthecao. "1..iIe" 
m.1Y-INjar~ 
_may be inI:anoi-.:ioo," 
'WrIt! said. "1U_"'c:an1i1UrC _ tt-io ___ " 
-,... .... .....,. ........ 
(IInE)"'NUCE IffICIIS r • ...,nd to. noise c_loint.t the 
Lambda Chi Ai!Jha fraternIty house Satunlay nltht on _sid. A_. 
In addition to the noise violation. Muncie polic. offic.r. is .... d 87 cit.tions 
forminorco"""",,1ion. 
~ ... _WRCIISlnouppatlylDOrsDUlsil.ol.Stor1lnc 
aport ...... altor .. ·poncInCtaan.xc.ssiv.""eCDWflllointFridayni(ht. 
Muncie Polic. ciled 15 _ IOf alcohol conSUtlljllion at .. ptheme. 
Inside 
Offic .. .....,.BoISta11IS1r_, 
-cmcforpoopiecaueinC 
pr-..e and for,.,- miner 
1XlfI8IOItPIion_3. 
EDIT-.: BSU atudantI-. 
reoponeiblo bafora campoI.,; 
_muotre-ewluatetts_ 
alBSUatudantI_4. 
CREEK WEEK 
Online 
u.ten 10 a UPO officer', ..ww on 
" 
-::,..~ 
and .. 
.. ~!:..t" 
campoI., 
online. 
Marathon raises $7,000 
Money conected will 
be donated to Riley 
Hospital for Children (Itca_. CIoIof 10_ 
Aft .. ooDecting loose change 
and dmations Cor a year, a soru-
ity and fraternity pr<Mded 12 
hems of darx'r music to benefit 
Riley Hospital Cor ClUIren 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity 
and Pbl Mu sorority c""""",,,red 
a dance marathon Friday In Irv· 
ing Gym. raising abwt S7,000. 
The marathon was one of six 
held In lndIanaand the only me 
sponstte<l by greek organiza-
tions. hoepital daJJCe IDir.Ithon 
coordln"or K.ttherineCain said 
"II's a IInle bit dllTerent WIth 
me sorority ond one trarernity 
actually holdlng the event, but 
it'sjustassuccessfulasotba" 
scbools; Cain said 
Phi Mu community service 
MUSIC 
chairw<man Sarah Keesling .aid 
the chapters collected mODey 
tlroughout the y .... by carrying 
donation buckets to the Scr_-
hie Light ond placing them at 
local businesses. 
During SprIng Brealc, 
Keesling's house was robbed ond 
the SSOO that had already been 
raised was stolen. 
Lurke said their experiences 
reminded her that she was dane· 
ingCora~e. 
Keesling said abwt 100 pe<T 
pie attended. Unlike last )'ear, 
teams competed for points 
throuJh playing games and 
choreographing dane... They 
lost pointll if members stopped 
dancing. 
~;:~ :~~ Dance event "DiIrldl¥Cocthat long can get bor· 
inI." Keesling said 
"We thrught we'd 
mIx It up wtth the 
games and give 
them a chance to 
do somethilgelo;e." 
her,andthemoney ~AlphoEpoilon 
rouldn't be recov- andPlti!o\l __ 
~ money was Fridoy'o -. which 
clearly tna'ked Cor - one of .. donee 
Riley lHospttal)." _ .. _ 
KeeslIng said 
"They knew I wa. Cor theklds 
and stlB took It" 
Cain said Riley Hospital plans 
to worlt wIh BaD State and !be 
greeks to ensure protection of 
funds.Oinsaid~upajoint 
bank accwnt: is a pmsihiIIy. 
Two Cormer hoeJ1tal potientll 
spoke to !be 12 trans !hal pol'-
tldp"ed Sophom<re Stephanie 
Chi cm.ga mom-
b.../oIeg;In<lolieyslrMd 191Dl1'1> 
_ilb...nnJ!htotieCorfnt 
ilOutJy~,..."q 1Op;irts 
Cor me ri Chi ()nep's tiI'ee teans. 
<loIieysaidChi<JrnepJ*!medto 
wiltheMSJt-an:I1M 
I.:eesllnc said planning the 
danc. marathon was stressful. 
hut helping the hospital bpi 
her going. 
STUDY 
Fraternity held 
Bike-A-Thon before 
throwing party 
What began as a lImd-raiIer " 
the LanixIa QIi Alpha fratemIty 
bwse resulted In 87 cttatioos Crom 
poiceSatunlay. 
Folowing its llIke-A'Thon to raise 
money Cor the AmerIan StroI<. 
.o\ssocIiI!k>n and !be 1WI Harfocd 
MfJllOrial Scholarship Fund lamb-
da ChI Alpha hosted a party. Larnb-
da Oli member Sean YiIlI said !be 
party benefited the scbolanhlp 
fund 
All.. pulling <M!I' a vd!ide of 
und<rago drinkers, MuncI< pollee 
beard abwt LaniKIa Oll's party. 
UPD, me.mwIiR. ~ a noise 
cocnplalnt about the fraternIty 
bwseat!;32am 
Slgnspostedwtside!bebwse 
instructed nmors not to cmst.IIlle 
alcohol, and people over21 receI\'ed 
stamps 00 their antIS. Yal said 
1Iowtover. police issued 87 mln<r 
connDIIingakoholdtaoms. 
"I don' appnctate them COIDq! 
to oor house and ~ some-
th111! Cor a good ClIlS .. " YiIlI said. 
The Munde Pooc., University 
Police and DeIawore County She1If 
depatments supplied extra officers 
toweekeridpa:rol in respooseto 
underagedrio:ll<ing./okmdePolice 
ChIef Joe W1nlde said The dqIiot-
menls!<sued 101 minor~ 
akohol cttatlon5 <kuIng the two-doy 
period, Winkle said. whidl Is aIJc>.-
lOtlmestheaverag .. 
WinIde said the departments did-n' Intend to !argot a fralernity but 
thars what caused the compI;ml + Interfraternity Cwncil requires 
greek organizatiom to create a 
guest list and register events, lFC 
p-esidentBoMorelaridsaid. 
UniVersity Communications 
spokeswoman Heather Smpp said 
Lambda Oli didn' reg1st ... tts paty. 
__ PARrY, pop 2 
Students gamble 
for several reasons 
Mental illness could 
lead to jail time. other 
serious consequences 
r,...-.CIoIof~ 
When the NCA4. Tournament 
champion.1hlp g;me ends tonig'-. 
some basketball fans will be 
e>dmnely~. 
Not because they are Iife-loog 
fans ri Georgia Tech oc COMectI-
cut. but because the WInner cruId 
pnMde them with a 1!tIe extra cash 
flow. 
A 2000 Cb1stIan Scimc. Moottor 
artIcle ~ed experts believe 
gamblers wag...d as ntch as S750 
million dnring the 1999 NCAA 
Tournamenl 
11vwgb """es sud> as oIfice 
pool! ond ronIests wlh friends. Bat 
State students con:ribute to !be mi· 
Ions of dollars wagered on the t...,. 
nameIlI.achyear. 
A swvey completed by fonner 
studentGeoffreyMmms,aspartd 
1m gramale thesis in 2002, found 
that 40 percent ri Ball St". stu· 
dents surveyed said they bad 
wag...d money 00 office pOOs, ond 
25 percent said !bey had bet on 
spol1SInolherWOYS 
)me Payne. director oC cwnsel-
~ ond heaItb servIc<'5, said stu-
dents gamhIe Cor a v.uIety ri _ 
sons. Sbe said some dolt In an 
att~ to make money and some 
siq>ly er1ioY the risk. but a srnaI 
percentage do It because !bey ;re 
addicted 
OncoiegeClOlljAlSeSIngeneral, 
i'a)'Ill' said as many as 2.5 to 5 per. 
cent oC students might exhilit 
add1ctM or problematic g..mling 
__ POIlU, pop 2 
University Singers celebrate Spectacular's 40th year 
S1ate Rep. TInY Adams, 
more than 100 aIurmi 
attend perfonnance 
UoIrs.,Mr.-.-_ 
Atthe4OthaomiVersaryoflkll-
versly5qmSPectacularmSatur-
day. members welcomed _ as 
!bey said goo<I>ye to its 11 seniors. 
~k>re than 100 alwnni altended 
to _ch as !be group perfocmed a 
variety of music. 
The rmsic ond costumes reflect-
ed!be theme frtma variety ri ..... 
Dressed In 1950s·1nIluenced 
attre 1rrl.tding sweaters wIh the 
lett.. "B" and women In knee 
1engths skirts. the group ~ ond 
_ to "Flag Mother ond Apple 
Pie," which an alumnus mpested 
SeDor Reherca Reichert has been 
a member of the UniVenity SIogers 
Glee Qlb Cor four years ond said 
Saturday niglt's perfocmance was 
bitter_beawe~_herlasl 
Reicttert said Ila\q her .... per. 
Cocmance the nIght ri the 40th 
anniversarywasixn'diJl .. 
"Whatawaytogoout."Reicttert 
said "The Oght was pretty DIiII!I-
cal" 
lJniversly~had!bec:la>co to met< _ at a hmchem and a 
rec<ptioo Collowing the perfoc· 
mance. 
SeDor Betsy IIainl said when 
me<ting!be alumnishecoold see 
heJselfa.onerithemil20)'Olll'S. 
Jan RIdlard. a CCAUlder and mem-
ber of !be original Unlversty 
sqers, was ......-.led the lint """ 
BaD State Universty Akumus Spec. 
tarularAwad. 
Rep. Tmy Adams, [}Muncie, 
appeared in pl .... of Gov. joeK .. · 
nan and awanIed the University 
Sqers first director Don Neuen the 
Sag:moredtheWabosh 
.>\5 Neuen accepted hIs ......-d. be 
said the Universly sqers allows 
members to Join a strong family. 
lIainliWldRflchertsaidthelrtlmo 
in University Singers pr<Mded them 
wIh their own CanKIy aI Bat Stot .. 
"They made rolege fun."_ 
said 
Senior Malt 8eIsaas, SiI>CDphme 
player and company manager. said 
before the perf,"""""", the group 
partlc1Jated In a tr.idltional semt 
ritual as be reaized 1m tme wtth 
!be group wa. c-.g to an end 
"lbat's the tmS! rv. """" oied; 
Belsaassaid 
BeIsaao said he wi! now become 
an advocate Cor the group ond make 
surett stoys alive. 
ON PHOTO/CHAlS WRDOLIf 
aws.e_sln ....... accootpIIiedby_UnlvonitySinprs.t_«JIh 
omual SpectacuIor on SaNniay II En .. _ Tho worinIinduded cole-
Intlons01 past clrac ........... ndan_arancebySta .. Rep. TlnyAdoonL 
This story was one of the most ambitious projects I've ever taken on. Not only 
is there an incredible amount of information to cover in order to give a really helpful 
overview of the law, but the subject matter, while important, is dreadfully boring. 
Unfortunately, at the time I couldn't think of any better way to present the 
majority of the information so it ended up as text. However, I did want to give fair 
time to a landlord to help balance my story and eliminate as much bias as possible. 
I decided to allow the landlord to speak for himself by putting together a 
photo story overlaid with the audio of my interview with him. We had other, similar 
multimedia presentations on the site already and I wanted to create something 
similarly compelling. 
I quickly learned that it was more difficult than it looked. Editing the sound 
down to the point that it was short enough to keep the viewer's attention was tough 
because I had nearly an hour of good material to start with. Deciding what was 
important took a lot of time and heartache. 
When it came time to add photos, even after several days of shooting by my 
photographer and me we still didn't have what I would consider enough photos. 
Not all the shots were compelling or told a story the way I would have liked. I think 
the overall package came out well, but there is room for vast improvement. I have 
learned that these stories should be massively over-shot by the photographer to ensure 
as many usable photos as possible. Audio should also be gathered early and the' 
photographer should know what he is trying to illustrate from the interview. 
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Renter's rights 
story by Anna McCleary 
photo illustrations by Jennifer C. Cecil 
So you're ready for your first off-campus 
apartment. Moving out of the dorms 
means finally having the freedom to sing in 
the shower, never having to take your keys 
to the bathroom, and perhaps even finally 
having a fully-stocked liquor cabinet or 
being able to smoke without your fingers 
going numb from the cold. You can live 
with your best friends, even if they're the 
opposite sex, and you'll finally always 
have privacy to spend time with your 
special someone. 
8aI Beadngs autc:1tI 
LEASE 
But with all of these new freedoms comes the responsibility of making rent 
payments and cleaning your own bathroom. If you forget to make payments 
you could find yourself in court, rather than in the bursar's office. And what 
about all those horror stories about Muncie slumlords? 
It's important to be prepared. That's why Ball Bearings created this online 
guide to finding and keeping your new apartment. Once you know your rights 
(and your responsibilities) you will be able to protect yourself from anything a 
bad landlord can throw your way. 
Before signing anything, however, be sure to make an appointment with John 
Connor, the Student Legal Services attorney, to look over any prospective 
leases and take preventative measures to protect your rights as a tenant. 
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Finding an apartment 
story by Anna McCleary 
photo illustrations by Jennifer C. Cecil 
Finding a first apartment can be 
daunting, especially when looking alone. 
Talking to friends who already live off 
campus and touring their homes and 
apartments can be a good way to decide 
what features are important to you, what 
to watch out for, and the approximate 
amount of rent you should expect to pay 
for a similar living space. 
last update: 5/5/04 
The easiest and most readily obtainable source of information on available housing is the 
newspaper. The Ball State Daily News classified section always has a few solid leads, but check 
out the Muncie Star and bulletin boards around campus. 
With bulletin boards you run the risk of calling about vacancies that were posted six months 
ago, but it also affords the opportunity to pick and choose roommates based on similar majors. 
Ifthere is a bulletin board in your major's department, you can find people with similar 
interests who you may be able to share books with in the coming semesters. 
Another approach is to drive through the neighborhoods where you would like to live and 
look for "apartment for rent signs." Be ready for disappointment however; some landlords leave 
signs up year-round, even when there are no apartments available. 
Apartments can be either furnished or unfurnished. While unfurnished apartments are cheaper, 
they require purchasing your own furniture and moving it in and out at the beginning and end 
of your tenancy. Unfurnished apartments generally only include a stove, a refrigerator, and 
perhaps draperies. 
Apartments can also be divided into apartment complexes or subdivided houses. Apartment 
complexes are generally corporately owned and operated, so there is usually a handyman on 
call. Subdivided houses are usually privately owned, which means the landlords are less likely 
to keep them up to code, but there may also be more room for bargaining about rent. 
If you decide to share a house or an apartment, keep in mind that you will also have to share 
the cleaning responsibilities. Don't be afraid to set house rules; if you can't compromise, 
consider finding a one-bedroom place. 
Connor says that the most common disputes he sees are between roommates. Signing a 
roommate's agreement before signing a lease can prevent these disputes. A roommate's 
agreement is basically a formal, written contract which details how rent, security deposits and 
late fees will be handled, how utilities will be divided and who will be responsible for damage 
to the apartment. This agreement will be very important if a roommate decides to move out or 
becomes impossible to live with. 
DISCLAIMER: This article and the guidelines contained herein are intended only to provide 
helpful information and do not replace qualified advice from an attorney. For information 
about making an appointment at Student Legal Services, contact: 
Ball State Student Legal Services 
Student Center, Room L-/7 
Muncie IN 47306 
(765) 285-1888 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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The lease 
story by Anna McCleary 
photo illustrations by Jennifer C. Cecil 
The most important thing to remember when it 
comes to the lease is to read it thoroughly and 
negotiate all of the terms. The lease is your only 
real protection under the law, and signing it 
should be taken very seriously. 
" So many students sign the lease without the 
thought I would give to signing a cocktail 
napkin," said Connor. "You can't just walk away 
from a lease. Any lawyer who would tell you 
that a lease you signed is unenforceable in my 
opinion is committing malpractice." 
Bat Bearings _. 
LEASE 
Around Ball State's campus, you will generally only find yearlong leases. These 
are written contracts in which you and your prospective landlord will decide on the 
rent and payment terms for the year you will be leasing. 
Remember - read your lease very carefully, and don't be afraid to argue over 
anything you feel is unfair. The landlord should specify all rules and fees that he 
plans to impose. 
" The best piece of advice I can give students is before you sign the lease have it 
reviewed," said Connor. "We can explain what you might be agreeing to." 
One thing you are agreeing to pay a certain amount of money over the course of a 
year, whether or not you are actually living in the apartment. Make sure you are 
getting your money's worth. 
Be sure to fully inspect the apartment and the premises. Have the landlord show 
you how things work and where all of the outlets and light switches are. Find out 
how the heat is controlled and who will pay the bills. Test an of the lights, switches, 
outlets and plumbing. 
If you have signed a lease but the apartment is occupied or in an uninhabitable state 
when you arrive to move in be sure to document the problem with dated photos and 
notify the landlord. If he agrees to have the apartment fixed or have the current 
tenants move out by a certain date, be sure to get that in writing. If the problem 
persists, contact the housing department. If the landlord still fails to correct the 
problem you can sue him to get out of the lease. With documentation of the problem 
and your efforts to have it corrected you should be able to walk away from the lease. 
If you have agreed to make any structural or cosmetic changes to the apartment, be 
sure to include a list of the changes and rent deductions for those changes in the 
lease. If you decide to paint or put down new carpet without permission, the landlord 
can require you to change it back before you move out, or have the cost of the work 
deducted from the security deposit. Basically, even if you spend thousands of dollars 
to put in hardwood floors, unless you have an agreement, the landlord can charge 
you for putting back the lime green shag the apartment had when you moved in. 
Most leases contain a "Indemnify and Hold Harmless" provision which is an 
Page I of2 
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attempt by the landlord to keep you from suing him if he damages the apartment or 
your property or you have an accident or injury caused by his negligence. Demand 
that this clause be removed. 
DISCLAIMER: This article and the guidelines contained herein are intended only to 
provide helpful information and do not replace qualified advice from an attorney. 
For information about making an appointment at Student Legal Services, contact: 
Ball State Student Legal Services 
Student Center, Room L-17 
Muncie IN 47306 
(765) 285-1888 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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The deposit 
story by Anna McCleary 
photo illustrations by Jennifer C. Cecil 
Many landlords require a security deposit, 
which consists of any money that the 
landlord holds to protect him from unpaid 
rent or damage to the apartment. The 
tenant may not, however, use the deposit as 
the last months rent. Make sure to get a 
receipt for the deposit, and have it written 
into the lease. 
Getting back a security deposit can 
depend as much on the landlord as the 
actual condition of the apartment. 
Carefully reading the lease will help 
protect against losing a deposit over dusty 
curtains or peeling linoleum. 
" Believe me- our students have caught landlords engaged in fraudulent 
activities with deposits," said ConnoT. "The courts are enraged when they see 
evidence of that. If students follow some basic instructions they can get the 
upper hand on landlords who do this." 
To improve the chances of getting the entire deposit back, ask to join your 
landlord as he inspects the condition of the apartment at both move-in and move 
out. Taking pictures - as many as possible - will ensure that the landlord can't 
simply "forget" about existing problems, such as mildew or chipping paint. 
Bringing along a witness or two and have them sign statements about the 
apartment's condition. The statements will be important evidence if the matter 
ever goes to court. 
When moving out, clean the whole apartment as thoroughly as possible, 
including all appliances, floors, existing furniture, and even the mini-blinds. 
Don't forget to check the inside of the oven or inside the cabinets. 
If the carpet is excessively dirty, it may be cheaper to hire a carpet cleaner or 
rent one from a hardware store and clean the carpets. If the landlord has to hire 
the cleaners, they may charge more -- and the landlord will therefore withhold 
more of your deposit - than if you hired them yourself. Make sure to keep 
documentation of the cleaning, so you can't be charged ifhe has the carpets 
cleaned a second time. 
Some renters believe that it is generally worth losing a security deposit to 
avoid a post-move-out cleanup. However, the landlord is legally allowed to ask, 
and even to sue, for more money if the deposit doesn't completely cover the 
cost of the cleanup. 
Deposits must be refunded within 45 days at the end of the tenancy unless the 
landlord needs it as compensation for his damages. This time begins when he 
receives written notification of a forwarding address. If the landlord does not 
return the deposit or give notice of why he is keeping the deposit, the only 
recourse for tenants may be to take the landlord to court. 
When subleasing from a housemate, be sure to get a receipt for your share of 
Pag~ 
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the deposit money _ The landlord is only obligated to return the deposit to the 
signer of the lease, so you will have to get your money back from your 
housemate 
DISCLAIMER: This article and the guidelines contained herein are intended 
only to provide helpful information and do not replace qualified advice from on 
attorney_ For information about making an appointment at Student Legal 
Services, contact: 
Boll State Student Legal Services 
Student Center, Room L-17 
Muncie IN 47306 
(765) 285-1888 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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The rent 
story by_AnnQM~(J~Qry 
photo illustrations by Jennifer C. Cecil 
The rent money is the main reason your landlord is letting 
you live on his property. If you know you won't be able to 
make a rent payment, you must notify your landlord as soon 
as possible to try and work out a payment schedule. 
Your landlord has a right to charge penalties for late 
payments, but they can't be "unconscionable," which means 
shockingly or obscenely high. Even if the landlord hasn't 
charged late payment penalties in the past, he can start 
charging them without reasonable notice. 
The tenant(s) who signed the lease is primarily liable for 
any rent payments. However, in some cases, a tenant who 
has never signed a lease can be held responsible as well. 
To improve the chances of getting the entire deposit back, ask to join yo 
inspects the condition of the apartment at both move-in and move out. Tal 
as possible - will ensure that the landlord can't simply "forget" about exi~ 
mildew or chipping paint. Bringing along a witness or two and have them 
the apartment's condition. The statements will be important evidence if th 
court. 
When moving out, clean the whole apartment as thoroughly as possible, 
appliances, floors, existing furniture, and even the mini-blinds. Don't forg 
the oven or inside the cabinets. 
If the carpet is excessively dirty, it may be cheaper to hire a carpet cleane] 
hardware store and clean the carpets. If the landlord has to hire the cleane: 
more -- and the landlord will therefore withhold more of your deposit - th 
yourself. Make sure to keep documentation of the cleaning, so you can't 1: 
carpets cleaned a second time. 
Some renters believe that it is generally worth .losing a security deposit t 
out cleanup. However, the landlord is legally allowed to ask, and even to ~ 
the deposit doesn't completely cover the cost of the cleanup. 
Deposits must be refunded within 45 days at the end of the tenancy unle 
as compensation for his damages. This time begins when he receives writ1 
forwarding address. If the landlord does not return the deposit or give noti 
the deposit, the only recourse for tenants may be to take the landlord to cc 
When subleasing from a housemate, be sure to get a receipt for your sha 
The landlord is only obligated to return the deposit to the signer of the lea 
get your money back from your housemate 
DISCLAIMER: This article and the guidelines contained herein are intE 
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he/pful information and do not rep/ace qualified advice from an a ttl 
about making an appointment at Student Legal Services, 
Ball State Student Legal Services 
Student Center, Room L-17 
Muncie IN 47306 
(765) 285-1888 
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story byAnno_Mc.Cleory 
photo illustrations by Jennifer C. Cecil 
When you sign a lease, you are 
basically signing a statement of the 
landlord's responsibilities and your own 
obligations. This is why it is so important 
to read the lease and have it reviewed 
before signing. Don't sign away your 
rights as a tenant. 
Your landlord must make sure that your 
apartment meets all local health and 
housing codes. For some repairs, 
however, the landlord has no duties to fix 
anything unless agreed to in the lease. 
Never sign a lease which says "tenant 
shall be responsible for all repairs." A 
clause like that means that if the furnace 
breaks down in the middle of the winter 
or pipes burst in the building you will be 
responsible for having it fixed and paying 
for the repair. 
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If the landlord has agreed to make an essential repair but fails to make t1 
repair within a reasonable time period, you have the right to have them 
completed yourself. You may be required to pay for the repairs, however. 
You have a right to peacefully enjoy your apartment and the landlord m: 
not disturb you unnecessarily. If you ask him to leave, he should leave. M 
leases include a clause that demands the landlord give reasonable notice tc 
enter the apartment. It is a good idea to have that clause changed to 24 hOl 
notice, especially for women tenants. This should keep the landlord from 
entering the apartment while you are changing or sleeping. In an emergen 
he has the right to immediate access. 
The landlord may not shut off your utilities unless the lease has been 
breached and the utilities are in the landlord's name. He may not, for any 
reason, lock you out of the apartment. If you are illegally locked out or th. 
utilities are in your name and the landlord has them shut off, you may'be 
entitled to punitive damages against the landlord which means the court " 
award you money in order to "punish" the landlord for being a slumlord. 
The landlord may not hold your personal possessions as security for unt 
rent unless the court has ordered that the property is abandoned, or gives t 
landlord the right to sell the property to reclaim the unpaid rent. If your 
landlord tries to take your personal possessions against your will to recou] 
unpaid rent, itconstitutes theft. 
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If you leave possessions behind after moving out and don't claim them j 
reasonable amount of time, the landlord can seek a court order that will al 
him to move your possessions to a warehouse storage unit. You will have 
pay the cost of the storage in order to retrieve your property. 
If you leave your apartment before the end of the lease, the landlord can 
collect rent, but he must mitigate the damages. This means that he must de 
best to make his damages as small as possible by re-renting the apartment 
soon as he can. 
If possible, find your own replacement and sign a novation. A novation 
basically an agreement in which the new tenant agrees to take on the leasf 
stands. Unlike a sublease where you collect rent from the sub leaser and p 
your landlord, in a novation the new tenant legally assumes all of the righ' 
responsibilities you had under the lease. For example, in a novation the nf 
tenant is required to pay all rent - you cannot be sued because of his failUJ 
pay. If you just sublease, you are still legally required to pay the landlord 
month, even if the sub leaser never pays you. 
Your landlord should inform you of any hidden dangers and known def( 
before you sign the lease. If a handrail breaks in the course of normal use, 
may be entitled to damages. If you decide to go bungee jumping off of a 
balcony, the landlord cannot be held liable if the handrail breaks 
Your landlord is responsible for any negligence on his part while doing 
work in your apartment, unless you have agreed to an Indemnity and Hol( 
Harmless clause in the lease. If he tracks in mud he cannot take the cost 0 
carpet cleaning out of your deposit. If he leaves a burning cigarette on yOl 
coffee table, he must reimburse you for the cost of repairing any damage. 
In some cases, your landlord may be liable for crimes committed agains 
by strangers if the crime was reasonably foreseeable and the landlord's 
negligence allowed the crime to happen. For example, if the landlord had 
agreed to fix a broken lock on the front door but waits for a week to comp 
the repair, he may possibly be held liable if your apartment is broken into. 
If a fire, a flood or some other unavoidable disaster makes it impossible 
use your apartment, you may not be able to end the lease, but you should 1 
have to pay rent until you can live in the apartment again. 
DISCLAIMER: This article and the guidelines contained herein are inter 
only to provide helpful information and do not replace qualified adviCE 
an attorney. For information about making an apppintment at Student 
Services, contact: 
Ball State Student Legal Services 
Student Center, Room L-17 
Muncie IN 47306 
(765) 285-1888 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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photo illustrations by Jennifer C. Cecil 
Remember: rights come with responsibilities. 
As a tenant, you must keep your apartment clean 
and sanitary, use the appliances carefully, notify 
the landlord if repairs are needed and keep your 
guests from disturbing the neighbors or 
damaging the premises. You must also return 
keys promptly at the end of the lease, or the 
landlord may deduct the cost of replacing the 
lock from your security deposit. 
" Get insurance," said Connor. "Check to see if 
you are covered under your parents' homeowners 
insurance policy. Ifnot, get renter's insurance." 
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You can be evicted for not paying rent, but the landlord must give you r' 
notice that you will be evicted and may not force you out by removing yO" 
possessions. The notice may be mailed or left at your apartment and it mu 
the amount due and the deadline for paying. 
You can also be evicted for breaching the lease, such as getting a pet in 
that doesn't allow them. In those situations generally the landlord will giv 
to fix it - in this case, getting rid of the pet. In more serious cases ofbreac 
lease, such as intentional misuse of the property (like running a meth lab i 
kitchen) the landlord will most likely give you notice of eviction. 
Your defenses against eviction include paying past-due rent, proving th( 
was also in breach of the lease or that you are being wrongfully accused 0 
the lease, or proving that you are being evicted because of discrimination. 
Your friends are also your responsibility. You can be held liable for the 
your guests while they are in your apartment. If they damage the property 
not the landlord's - responsibility to repair the damage. 
DISCLAIMER: This article and the guidelines contained herein are inter 
provide helpful information and do not replace qualified advice from ( 
For information about making an appointment at Student Legal ServicE 
Ball State Student Legal Services 
Student Center, Room L-17 
Muncie IN 47306 
(765) 285-1888 
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If it goes to court ... 
story by6nno)'ylcC/eory 
photo illustrations by Jennifer C. Cecil 
A small claims case is a legal action filed in county 
court to settle a dispute between parties for the 
amount of $5000 or less. 
Any person 18 years of age or older may file a small 
claims case. This is done at the clerk's office in your 
county court. 
A lawyer is not required for small claims court, the 
clerk's office personnel will provide you with the 
appropriate forms for filing a small claims case. 
Fees for filing in small claims court vary according 
to the dollar amount of the claim and the type of 
action. 
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After the case is filed each person or business sued must be served with 
notice to appear in court for a pretrial conference. Parties should be prepru 
their cases on this date. 
Mediation may be ordered to try and settle the dispute at the pretrial con 
dispute cannot be settled through mediation a trial date will be set. Parties 
witnesses and documentation at the trial. 
Both parties will have a chance at the trial to ask questions of the other I 
documentation and witnesses. 
If mediation results in a settlement between the parties, the person who: 
must notify the clerk's office, in writing, of the settlement. 
What to bring to small claims court 
1. The receipt showing that you paid your deposit. 
2. A copy of your rental agreement. 
3. The damage report which you made upon moving in, including any p: 
4. Any signed statement by your landlord and/or a witness concerning tl 
he property upon moving out. 
5. Your landlord's notice explaining how he is holding the security depo 
ball bearings Page 2 of2 
6. Your notice of lease tennination, and notice of forwarding address. 
7. The landlord's notice of intent to claim the deposit. 
8. Your objection to the landlord's claims, and your request for a detaile, 
your objections. 
9. A copy of the check for any refund which you did receive. 
10. A copy of any authorization by a co-tenant for you to receive his or: 
deposit. 
11. Any certified mail receipts. 
12. Any other applicable documents - basically anything you have sent 
from your landlord. 
DISCLAIMER: This article and the guidelines contained herein are int 
provide helpful information and do not replace qualified advice from ( 
information about making an appointment at Student Legal Servic 
Ball State Student Legal Services 
Student Center, Room L-17 
Muncie IN 47306 
(765) 285-1888 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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DAtlX NEWS FRIDAY ...... -\/01 83, __ 150 
MUNCIE INDIANA 
LOCAL POLITICS 
Student running for office 
Dolon campai~ing 
BIG SI'IRJ'BS for county Tho ___ ID 
_ ........ tar._aI ....  __ n 
HAem 
_1'Ir1I ........ 1n 
~~."'-1IId 
-....._._5 
commissioner seat 
--.~ .......... 
With both fInal eXiUDS and an 
upcoming Delaware County 
Commissioner election to prepare 
for. gnduatt" ~rudent John 
Oolon's platt" will be oil little fuller 
tbiswoekend. 
The ll}-}<Oar-old counselJns( psy. 
(hology major, who i! abo a 
Democrat and the yoongest candi-
date in the race, willvie' fOfvotes 
Wrina The!Iday', prtmary ele<tion 
WIth three other Democrats: 
James St. M}w, Clln'ent incum-
bent cr,unty commissioner presi-
dent. County Counril President 
Todd Donati; and Tr.Ky Barton, 
County Coundl member. 
to ... IIM>Ived In february and 
kept him campoignlng door·to-
door Cor the put three months. 
"1 can stand around and com-
plain about the way th!nw< art', or 
lam try to cbanRo t1unp," he said 
DoIon said DOno or the other 
Delawart county Commissioner 
candidate! haYf come out about 
their bsues, but hi> believe! 
l.&sues ~ the roost mponant 
part of the race. 
"It', b<en kind oCdifficult late· 
Iy," Dolon .,.;d "The ftnals kindoC 
coirJ:'o w1th the elerti.ln, so rm 
)u>I nymg to do what I can.· 
-rm the only one that is not a 
part of thl." political process," 
Dolon said. "1 don't believe theYre 
going to bring about cbange; 
ttry're already tied to the s)'Stem. 
If you look at their track records. 
the~ has been no change." 
Ontofthe biggest kssuesinttr 
county right now b the Lack of 
jobs and the resulting bnin drain, 
he said. Since Ball State. one or 
the top I (} communicatkm 
__ <rWtt>_t.F-.AotCordOUlIide ... Rosoc-.nty 
And thar, what made hIm want __ IIIIlAII,_Z Cent .. IItThundoynitltf, Dol., iI_.fo,DoJow.eCountr_. 
Concre" debates 
racial-proflHn, 
legislation 
A bill prnpoaed by Sen. G..".. 
Voinovich woUd taka _ to 
eliminate racial proflin, by law 
enfor"""*,,butlaceorival 
Iecislation. Botlt tit. bill pr0-
posed by VoinoYich, R-ot1io, 
and a racial-proftHnc bil pro-
posed by Sen. RuasoI FoinlOk!, 
D-Wls., -. introduced to tho 
Senate in February and ... in 
the Juclciary Committee. 80tlt 
bill include prcwilions for 
traininC local officen and with-
hoIdn, furKinc if problems 
arise, thou&hthere are differ-
8flCII. VoinOYich's bil includes 
a provision on monttorinc the 
adminiatrative prOC8S8 of racial 
c:ornpIaintstltattiteFeinCoidbil 
does not. 
Students make 
up part of youn, 
Insurance-Ie .. 
demographic 
Thousands of new coIIep jp1Id-
uatll must now consider • 
dilemma other than the ...,der-
""duat. chor. of boIancinc 
when to study and when to 
porty.lnodditiontollndlnca 
job, • place to live and makinc 
otlt .. poet...,.-daci-
aionI, tho .. wieIdnC dIpIomM oIoo_det ....... _ .. 
they WWlI to opend $100 or 
more pol' """"" on health 
inIurance.For .... i1' •• ,.,. 
brainer - hellin, and payIn, for 
heaf1h inswance .. an int..-. 
port of. heoIthy lifeotylo. But 
formony, coinc without health 
_ ...... i •• riaktheysaythay 
... wllinCto' .... ,.""""ioIIyln touch economic _. 
. .-n. ......... AIII' 
L..'OUtSlANA STATE': 
LSU research: 
Low Income leads 
to diet ftuctua-
"""""''''*''-'Y-__ witlt"yo-yo·.....,., 
butlor_-.pdnctorun 
• low-incomehouoohold.LSU 
.--chh._~iloimplya 
_oIIIfe.For __ toly 
oiCht--"--
Monrna. Carol 0'N0iI and VIcky 
r ........ concb:tad a study 
COIX*tirtCthoM1lnc_aI 
Iow-incomeWOfMn. 
B 1ft BAN D Students bring blankets, lawn chairs to spend afternoon 
.. listening to music by the Ball State's concert band 
__ canduct.tlteWSloteConcortllartddurincillomualTwilllhlConcort .... Iide.f_UbrarylltT .... doy.lheconcen ... _tlteIl8-porfarIttina---.£nlilllond ___ -
-------Locals want student understanding 
Residents understand 
BSU's importance, 
want respect in return 
WaJ.Mart emp~ comr:and 
go through the swiDP>i doors of 
the brook room. Some toke a 
qukk smokt b~ak; others eat 
their luo::h. AU re5t up before 
headina hack to statlonory, elec-
tronic. and the pbormacy. 
Aft>r a qulck puff oC her 
Marlboro MenthoL Karen Neal 
sa)'ll she a",1ds the IJuck Pund 
and /ok:KlnIeyA_ untlI May 
when Ball S",,.leu out. She d0es-
n't appnriate tlW' fkJwerpots tbaI: 
go -10& from her Gedman 
Avenue pc>I<h every fall. Nor does 
sbr appm:tare thr stUdmts -
not aU. she says - who don~ 
_,theCfJIIlDOUOlythatlthe, 
cboss than M.mcir ~8idmtS - a 
sentiment researcbtrs $iY is _ 
common in university towns. 
And In the Wal-Mart break room. 
Neal and her coworkers say they 
understand the importance of 
Ball State students to Muncie. 
But, she sa)'ll, she wlshes they 
were more acceptln« of her 
hometown She arxl other Mwx:ir 
residents want students to take 
:~":.,::: =::!':a~~ -
writirw it off as ~ town that's not 
good enough Cor them. 
In conege tOWDfi across the 
cowny, many srudent!i art' on __ 
ftnmdal aid, buy hargain-pr;ced 
Coodllvelninoxpensivebousesor 
aporttrlmts and work JDiDmum. 
walt jobs. Yet. bKause of what 
sodologisu call anticipatory 
sodaizatlon, they tend to idenlfy 
aftercolJegl" - oot tht one that 
representsthelrcurrentllfeslyle. 
-
-• 
~"'''''I'P' ..... ~!i ~~~~'= ,....---~~-... ro~m.;:,:!.i.~.=r or 
wttbthegrouptheybopetojoln • 
't's probabty not even a c0n-
scious tbought process, srodents 
just don't want to be put In the 
5aIIlesocialcategoryutbr'Mnic· 
.ing<lass Muncie residents'-
MeUnda Me"m.<>, a .. Is"'nt pro-151 studonu found tbat mo .. 
than half consktered tbeDllelws 
to be Ina blgher_mIc 
__ -'_Z 
1-------:'7--.--1 ----------------------------.--------------------------------------------
Most students don't make post-BSU plans in MlIlcie 
Students move away 
for amenities offered 
in other communities 
Students otten emer Ball State 
wttb aspiratlons ol exploration 
and independence. Alter four 
Y':ars. those same students, now 
educated and ready to enter the 
workforce, are taking their aspi-
rations away from Muncie, and In 
most caRS out of Indiana. 
Confirming a cotlllMn line oC 
thouaht in the BaD SIll,. corntOO· 
nily, the Students Speak survey 
of IS I Ball State xtudents Cound 
that 80 percem: of ISU students 
do not want to 5ti1y in ~ 
after graduation. eV!:n if they 
could lind an appropriate job. 
The mreJation should come as 
DO big surprise. Natlonal census 
n1llliJen rank lndia.n:a as one of 
tbe lowest states in the Dltionin 
retention of college graduates 
participating in Its work lorn. 
Local socIoIoglsts. geographen, po_ and ""tiona! experts 
a«ree on what manuracrure~ 
such student attitudes - a pre-
conditioned ootion that ImviJ:W; 
away is tm typjcal next move for 
a college graduate, a lack 01 
social actn.1tirs and lack of envi-
rotlJDl!nlai benofits. 
DenniI]ones, president oCthe 
National Center for High 
Education Management. said 
must students enter college with 
the idea tbott theywillJtlllV<toa 
DtW city lIIil fow years. Ball State 
srudenu, he said, have procon-
celved notlons tbott they won't 
find a .. tislyjn« job in Muncie 
Olk'e they gnu:b.lilte 
"They have conditioned them· 
.elves: he said. "Most oC the stu-
dentsatBa.St.l.teaft'loo~to 
... oul That is ju>t what 21·}<O .... 
olds do. I don't find the Ca<! tbott 
theym mobile surpnsiIc at aIL 
IYbrther 80 percent Is high or 
ootl don', know." 
---.~ 
DANCE 
Outlet 
proud 
of its 
effort 
Group successfully 
completed audition 
in Daytona Beach 
Yo __ .~""""" 
TbouJh Ball State's hip-bop 
dance group. Outlet fellsbortor 
tbe competition al BETs annual 
"Spr1ng BIing" April 16, members 
are stillt<flectingonthetrexperi-
encewithasemeofprkie. 
-We performed wry well undt!r 
the ctrcumstances,· sophomore 
Emmanuel Fxum said "1 can't say 
we wtrt flawless, but we wert all 
personally satisfied wlth the per. 
fonnance. Everybody gave 110 
percent: 
Outlet joined 31 o<her dance 
teams at the Adam's Mark Hotel in 
Da~oDil Bea:h. Fla., to audition 
for the .. aHty show "~mped,' 
whlch gave two wiMinK dance 
teams an opportunity to creat~ 
their own versions of popuiar 
music videos by ~tq the 
videos' dance sequeoces. 
Outlet. fOl'lDf'd at Ball State in 
february, CO ..... boC 12 students 
who sua: .. ,runy completed. ,... 
omtL' audition proceu ronnattrd 
like FOX·1\"s "American {dnl" 
Members include sophomore 
Lamar Alexander, who serws IS 
tilt KlOUP'" cho~pher, junk>r 
(ami lbom:as, senior lGsha 
Keeney, senior Kellll)' Daniels, 
sophomore Arlisha Doctor . 
M)pbomoft Emmanud Exum, 
fresbJnan De'joIea ~ster, (res!> 
man Krystle Simmons, sopbo· 
tno"' Nawal Melyu. juaor RIcky 
Meslna, freshman Sarah !ayor 
and freshman Natali< Wesley. 
Sewhi other darn groups ..ro 
attended tbis year's "Spring BIq" 
muded """"-, from Vanderbilt 
tfnlvorsity, the Unlverslly or 
Wisronsin,NonhOlroIlnaMTand 
~prof .. sionaldarn groupo. 
Duri .. the cornpetfiln,Out!et 
was dvsen to perfonn ks onr-. 
miIlu" roume frst, <IoiQ! wbon 
hip-bop da",e routlDe, to rap 
rnwdc, fJcwn said. Olt:let was Olr 
of 5e'\IeIl crouP' who were inte!'" 
_ mmediately after its peJfor. 
mance. whlch was a posittYe expm. 
era rorthe studfonts, he said. 
"1 think it may ha"" shown tbott 
college students aren't just fully 
focused on academics," Exwn 
said Ihey forus on their other 
talents and try 10 use them for tbe 
greate, good" 
Aller each dance group's per-
fOl'1Dince, celebrity and ~ 
judge> such as Cassidy, Elephant 
Man and Big Tigger critiqued 
them.~tuaDy .. lectlngthe_ 
best dance groups for 
"R"''lltIlped." 
Laster said because thejudgjog 
was simiJa.r to • . .o\medcan idoL" it • 
benefited Outlet by provlding the 
members with stroI1l feedback on 
thelrdanccroutin<s. 
·We got professional 'deas 
about bow to help ouneNes: 
Laster said. 
She said a Washington D.C., 
dance team, a mtmber of wblm 
bas danced for Janet Jackson, won 
second place in the competition 
after l'Cvamping a Janet Jackson 
muSlC vidw. A group from 
__ -'_7 
As a final project, my J413 class developed and conducted a poll of Ball State 
students to gauge their attitudes towards Muncie and Ball State University as a whole. 
The results of this survey were tabulated and from that data the class wrote a series of 
stories about prevailing trends. I chose to tackle the data using multimedia to break 
it down and make it accessible to readers who might have trouble understanding a 
written story about statistics. The idea was to introduce the reader to the poll, quantify 
the results we received and give the students a chance to find out how they measure 
up to the respondents. 
The resulting stories and my multimedia ran together as a convergence product 
in the Daily News and on Ball Bearings. They really epitomized what convergence 
should be. The writers created long stories for print, and my Ball Bearings package 
only tackled the things that are best done on the web and didn't include long writing 
passages. They were simply the things that the DN couldn't have done'themselves so 
they really supplemented the package without stepping on toes. 
The biggest problem with this package is that it was thrown together at the last 
minute and careful consideration wasn't given to cross-promotion and how readers 
would learn that this was all part of one major story. We used the same graphics to 
design both the print and Web pages, but the refers didn't meet expectations. Our 
referral to the Daily News was large and on both the front and inside pages. Their 
referral to us was in the smallest print on the page and crushed in among other' 
items in the footer. In the future, more negotiation about these issues would prevent 
misunderstandings like this from going to press. 
What I learned from this story and the complements I received on it was the 
power that interactivity has to quantify otherwise confusing statistical data and make 
the reader feel like they are a part of the story. This was my first project on Ball 
Bearings without any significant written portion. By leaving that to the DN we really 
let our potential for new, innovative and different storytelling techniques shine. 
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students Speak! 
Research and stories by: 
Annalv1cC/eo('y', John W. 
Ursch, Jon Seidel, Adam 
Fisher, Lyndsay LeMaster, 
Andy Pol/en, Gail Koch, 
Leah Snyder, Greg Fallon, 
Jon Scott, Alisha James, 
and Pat Ray 
This spring a J oumalism 
413 class decided to explore 
the relationship between 
Ball State students and the 
Muncie community. The 
result of their research was 
the "Students Speak", 
survey which was sent to 
1 ,000 randomly 
selected students and 
resulted in over 150 
responses. 
These are the stories that 
resulted from the survey and 
what the results appear to 
say about the relationship 
between university and 
university town in the 
aftermath of a tragic year. 
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STUDEN1 
SPEAH 
SURVEY 
The stories: 
Town vs. Gown: Word on the street i 
The Students Speak survey: How do 
measure up? 
Being heard: Comments from the Sl 
Read the in-depth coverage at the 
Daily News on-line 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Word on thE 
interviews 
by Anna McCleary 
Town = Muncie 
Gown = Students 
The rivalry, wheth 
imagined, seems to . 
University itself. Bu 
and Muncie residen1 
say about each othe] 
ball bearings 
';t .. 
r;' , 
, '" ~,;!p 
~ "f 
The Students 
Speak survey 
by AnQQMcCl~gJY 
The survey has been taken 
and the points have been 
tallied, but that's no reason 
that you can't take it 
yourself. See how you 
measure up to other 
students and find out if you 
agree with the survey 
results. 
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This semester Jc 
a survey to a ro 
group of studer 
Ball State stude 
STUDENTS about Muncie. 
SPEAK chose you. Ma 
MlRVn Here's your cha 
how well your ~ 
those of other s 
whether or not 
heard. 
The 'Be Heard' surv 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
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Being heard: 
comments from the 
survey 
by ADDQMc;C/~Qry 
The Students Speak survey 
included an area for students to 
leave comments. Here they are -
unabridged - so be prepared for 
anything. 
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Students speak! 
In the Students Speak surveYI we gave stu. 
any additional comments about topics th( 
Here they ores unedited· except for some 
Click below to read some of the comments ... 
All content copyright Ball Bearings 2004 
I wrote this story in two different versions. The first was for Nuvo, an 
entertainment newsweekly in Indianapolis. That in carnation of the story was 
intended for a 20-something crowd in the Indianapolis area, and didn't fit our mission 
statement. Having done the research already, however, and knowing this affected 
many college students as well, I decided to do a version for Ball Bearings. 
I wanted some kind of interactive multimedia element to the story, but had no 
idea how to approach it until I began researching drink recipes for sidebars. It seemed 
like all of the low- or no- carb drinks were just different combinations of the same 
ingredients, so I built my first interactive Flash graphic, which basically just selects 
two random items to mix, effectively creating a recipe. 
This was a really basic little program, but it taught me the skills I would need 
later to build some of my bigger projects and got me to focus on creating at least one 
interactive element for every story I wrote. 
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Low-carb dieting 
and the college 
lifestyle 
story and multimedia by 8.nOQ 
McCleQfY ::: photo illustration 
by NickLQ(isQr) 
Sam Phomsavanh isn't ready 
to give up on rice. 
As a student at Ball State 
University, Phomsavanh 
depends on the carb-heavy 
grains to supplement almost 
every meal, a habit she has had 
since childhood. 
Now, however, Phomsavanh 
is trying to shed weight in time 
for Spring Break by following 
the South Beach diet, a new 
take on the controversial low-
carb dieting trend which 
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Pour yourself a drink. .. 
promises quick results with minimal effort. When it comes to giving up on cheap and 
easy meals, however, the diet has proven too much for Phomsavanh, who admits to 
cheating on almost a weekly basis. 
Like others on the diet, Phomsavanh is slowly learning how to juggle the different 
demands of the college lifestyle, from budget to beer, while still trying to maximize the 
effects oflow-carb dieting, which is based on restricting carbohydrates and eating high-
protein foods force the body to metabolize stored fat. More and more companies are 
catering to these customers, but for a price. The problem, according to dieticians, is that 
dieters want to lose the weight without losing the lifestyle - and one eventually has to 
give. 
Kent W. Bullis, medical director of Ball State's student 
health center, says that the number of students who try fad 
dieting to get into shape doubles between Christmas and 
Spring Break. For many students fad dieting means 
eventual failure as sacrificing dietary staples becomes too 
hard or too expensive for students unwilling to make a 
permanent lifestyle change. 
One restriction for student dieters is budget. For 
Phomsavanh, grocery bills skyrocketed as she substituted 
additional meat and vegetables for rice. For students like 
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Lynne McNutt, a Ball State senior, low-carb dieting 
meant the end of sandwiches and pasta. 
While dropping breads and grains from a healthy diet 
goes against most commonly held ideas about good 
nutrition, the introduction of the Atkins diet had 
nutritionists debating convention. Atkins is a company 
started by the late Robert Atkins, a dietician who introduced 
the world to the first commonly-accepted low-carb diet 
plan. The company has released a line oflow-carb breads, 
pastas and cereals to help dieters deal with cravings for 
carbohydrate-rich foods without breaking their diets. For 
many students, however, low-carb products are budget-
breakers. A 16-ounce box of dried pasta from the Atkins 
Web site is $5.99 plus $7.95 in shipping. A similar box 
from Wal-Mart, with nearly four times the carbs, sells for 
less than $1 on sale. 
Recent marketing campaigns by major brewing 
companies focused towards a young crowd of dieters have 
just perpetuated the idea that dieting doesn't mean sacrifice. 
Michelob has been extremely successful marketing its low-
carb Michelob Ultra to the young, in-shape dieter with the 
claim that it's not necessary to sacrifice beer for a toned 
physique. Rolling Rock has followed suit with Rolling 
Rock Green Light and Diageo has begun a campaign to 
market its SmimoffVodka as no-carbo 
Students are responding to these campaigns well. Scott 
Wise, founder of Scotty's Brewhouse in the Village said 
sales of Michelob Ultra are very high, and he has 
introduced a new "Body by Scotty's" section of the menu to 
keep up with the demands of the low-carb crowd. 
Bullis, however, says he worries about anyone who wants 
to lose weight but can't give up the college party lifestyle. 
He said that if students aren't ready to make a real change 
in the way they eat and socialize, they aren't ready to take 
on the potential health risks associated with an unproven 
diet like Atkins. 
"I could put 50 doctors in this room and no two of them 
would agree completely on Atkins," Bullis said. "I know 
I've seen people before who went on a fad diet 20 years ago 
and their metabolism has never been the same since. It's a 
lot to wager for one spring break." 
In the end, the fear of beer, bar food and balancing carbs, 
forces many dieters like Phomsavanh off of the diet. She 
has already begun a search for the next diet trend. 
"I heard about this one where you don't eat anything but 
cabbage," Phomsavanh said with a grin. "Or maybe not." 
This is another example of how online stories can really benefit from 
interactive elements. This story, because it is almost entirely words, is less interesting 
than many of my others. 
If I were to re-do this story, I would include more of an interactive graphic to 
deal with the statistics cited in the article. This would be more visually interesting to 
the reader than the current static box. 
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Losing our Greeks 
story and infographic by 6000 
McC/eQry: photos by JennLfer Cecil 
Students going to college in the 
hopes of finding "Animal House" 
may soon find no house at all. 
In the 1978 John Landis film, "it 
was the Deltas against the rules ... 
and the rules lost." Today, 
universities are cracking down on 
fraternities and, this time around, 
the fraternities seem to be losing. 
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This year's Phi Sigma Kappa meets in front of composite 
photos of years past, highlighting the difference in class size 
between then and now. 
Membership rates at Ball State University fraternities have declined 38 percent over the 
last 10 years, mirroring a 42 percent decline in fraternity enrollment nationwide. Although 
some at Ball State blame the university's new housing plan for the drop in recruitment, 
studies show that the drop reflects a fundamental shift in perception of fraternity life. Not 
only has Greek life lost the sense of honor and prestige it held during its peak years in the 
1970s and 1980s, but many parents and administrators are working to protect college men 
from the "beer bash, vandalism and theft" mentality that has plagued fraternities for years. 
"The early 90s was the end of a boom period, when lawsuits really started to take a toll," 
said Rob Turning, the assistant director of Student Organizations and Activities at Ball 
State. "It was the end of the 80s' big party atmosphere when people still put up with 'boys 
will be boys.' Most of it is people are finally holding fraternities accountable for what they 
were founded to be. The Animal House mentality killed it." 
(story continued below) 
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At Ball State, fraternities have found themselves being held accountable at a steadily 
increasing rate. In the past five years, Ball State fraternities have been placed on 
probation, suspension or been disbanded 18 times, compared with six suspensions in the 
five years before that. Three fraternities have disbanded since June 2002, two of which 
were because the fraternities defaulted on loans, leaving Ball State to assume payments. 
Some fraternity members blame the defaulted loans on the Housing and Residence Life 
Premium Plan that was instituted in 2000 by Ball State, which is keeping many 
sophomores in the dorms rather than in the . houses. 
Turning, howevel 
places the blame fo 
defaulted loans on 
fraternities being 
unwilling to hold Sl 
members accountal 
agreements to live: 
house. According tl 
Turning, before the 
Premium Plan, chaJ 
relied on sophomol 
their housing fees t 
make rent. Now tht 
Fraternity members leave their house after a meeting Sunday, April 4, being faced with m 
2004. the seniors pay up ( 
losing their houses 
altogether 
Sophomore Sig Ep member Corey Krause said he knows students who can't join fraternitil 
because of concerned parents who don't understand the truth about Greek life. "Shows on M 
fraternities a bad name," said Krause. "People think it's just one big party." 
Studies have shown that that at least some of the perception is true. Although several fratel 
such as Phi Delta Theta and Sigma Nu have chosen to go dry nationally, there is still a probl 
with alcohol abuse at many fraternities. The 2001 Harvard School of Public Health College 
Alcohol Study (CAS), a national study of college drinking, found that fraternity members WI 
much more likely to drink heavily than their non-fraternity peers. (75.1 percent versus 48.6 
percent). 
Drinking isn't the only problem, however. In 1999, the Core Institute reported that about h 
students living in a fraternity of sorority house did poorly on a test or project and about 70 PI 
missed a class - twice the average of all other students. . 
In order to combat the alcohol 
and truancy problems common 
to fraternities, many schools 
across the country are choosing 
to remove fraternities and 
sororities altogether, a move 
that has already happened at 
schools like Williams College, 
Bowdoin college, Colby 
College and Alfred University 
in New York. 
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Inside the Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity house. 
Public universities like Ball State, however, can't remove the Greek system as a 
whole, said John Connor of University Legal Services at Ball State. Public Universities 
cannot discriminate against certain groups of students and therefore remove only 
groups that break the law or university policy. 
At the rate it is currently declining, however, Ball State won't have to remove the 
fraternities at all- they'll disappear on their own. At the current rate of decline, Ball 
State's fraternity system has only about 20 years left. 
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The Ball Bearin s code of ethics 
Mission statement: 
The mission of Ball Bearings is to provide the Ball State community with a compelling 
source of locally oriented information and entertainment. We will help foster personal 
and social growth in our target audience, the students of Ball State. Through use of 
journalistic content, multimedia and interactivity we will encourage the growth of an 
online and offline community. We will create an experience that is mentally engaging, 
user focused and content driven. 
Introduction: 
We acknowledge the responsibilities that accompany the freedoms granted to us by the 
first amendment. In this light we strive to always place the needs of our audience, the 
Ball State community, before our own. Our ethical policies are based on the 
Deontological, or duty-based, ethical philosophy, which holds our duties to the reader 
foremost in the decisions we make as a publication. 
We strive to cover every event as impartially as possible and to fairly consider and report 
on all sides of each issue. Our goal is to produce news features and entertainment that 
rivals any traditional publication for accuracy, fairness and overall journalistic value. 
This said, ethical decisions are always discretionary. Based on the circumstances of a 
given situation, the guidelines offered here might not be appropriate. This guide should 
be seen as a "jumping off point" for ethical decision making rather than an inflexible 
rulebook. 
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Use of multiple sources 
Because we strive for fair and balanced coverage of each issue, we ask that our reporters 
make an attempt to interview at least two sources (and when possible, more) for every 
story written in order to get a fair and balanced look at the topic. If possible, these 
sources should take different stances on the issue at hand. 
While not all stories are controversial, and therefore don't have "sides" per se, 
interviewing additional sources for all stories will increase the likelihood of adding depth 
and perspective to what would otherwise be one person's view of a situation. This 
promotes stronger reporting and provides our readers with better content, thus fulfilling 
our mission statement. 
Even if all interviews are not directly used in the final article, they can offer vital 
background information and a greater understanding of the topic. We request that the 
names of interviewed sources be available to editors upon request, and entered into a log 
with contact information for future reference. 
Minimum interviews by story type 
1. Features - at least three sources, one must be official 
2. FUTO/Muncie nights/12x16 - at least two sources, one must be official 
3. Ultimate dorms - must talk to the room owners and get at least one student 
reaction (preferably someone who has not seen the room before. 
Official! unofficial sources 
While unofficial sources, such as man-on-the-street interviewing and student reaction 
help to add depth to a story and give our readers a sense of involvement in the issue, they 
do not tell the whole story. In most cases, at least one interview with an official source is 
necessary to give legitimacy to the reporting. 
Official sources: professors, event organizers, doctors, professional practitioners in the 
appropriate fields, psychiatrists, sociologists, official studies by reputable organizations, 
statistical information from reputable sources such as the US government census 
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Official/unofficial sources (cont.) 
Unofficial sources: students unconnected to the event, bystanders, general surveys, personal 
reaction 
Unnamed/anonymous sources 
The use of unnamed sources became a major source of controversy in recent months due to 
the fabrication of stories and quotes by prestigious reporters at major media outlets, 
including Jayson Blair, Stephen Glass, and Jack Kerry. These incidents have severely 
damaged the reputation of the news media with its audience. 
In order to prevent similar reputation damage and to promote reader trust, the use of 
unnamed sources should be avoided as much as possible. If sources are reluctant to give 
information that can be attributed, the reporter should attempt to find another reputable 
source or independently verify the information rather than promise anonymity. 
It is our policy that only editors have the power to grant anonymity to a source. The 
promises granted by reporters have no bearing on the editorial decision making process and 
reporters should keep that in mind during the interview process and clearly explain it to the 
interviewee. 
The only acceptable anonymous sources are those who have vital information that can not 
possibly be obtained in any other way and who have a valid excuse for anonymity such as 
potential litigation. Even in these circumstances, editors have final say over who can be 
promised anonymity. 
If anonymity is granted, we still request that the interview and the person's name go on 
record as an audio recording that will remain confidential but which serves as proof that 
statements were in fact taken and that the source does exist. 
By strictly adhering to these standards, our readers can fully trust that our content is as 
accurate and truthful as we can possibly make it, fulfilling our duty to them. 
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Citing sources from published interviews 
Published interviews have a way of being inaccurate. The source may have been misquoted 
or an unscrupulous reporter may have fabricated the interview altogether. 
Because of this, If possible, the interviewee should be contacted personally and re-
interviewed. This allows the interviewee to not only verify his statements, but to add new 
information and give the reporter additional understanding of the topic. 
If the interviewee cannot be contacted by any means and the information is crucial to the 
story, it is important to attribute the quote to both to the interviewee and to the publication 
in which the quote was found. The publication should be contacted to get the most updated 
version of the interview with any corrections or retractions. 
These standards will protect the writer, the source and the reader from the mistakes of other 
organizations in reporting. 
Using Internet sources 
As a Web organization we rely on the availability and freedom of expression that the Internet 
provides. An incredible amount of information is there on every topic imaginable. Yet it 
should be understood by all reporters that the unregulated nature of the Internet means that 
not all of the information found there is accurate or truthful. 
A clear distinction should be made between valid, trusted sources of information such as 
government Web sites and the official Web sites of media organizations like CNN.com and 
more spurious sites like theonion.com and personal home pages. 
If reporters are in doubt of whether a source is valid, they should not use the source. Under 
absolutely no circumstances should all of the information for any story come exclusively 
from Internet sources. 
Because our publication is also on the Web, any sources that can be found online should be 
directly linked to in the story to make them available to the reader. That way the readers are 
able to judge for themselves if the source is valid and accurate or not. 
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Use of first person 
First person stories can be powerful. When written well and used correctly, personal 
accounts can grip the reader and tell a more intimate story than a second hand account ever 
could. 
At the same time, however, first person narratives are often used to compensate for a lack of 
reporting or the inability to find compelling alternate sources. They are also more difficult 
to write because they require a unique and compelling insight into the situation, which comes 
with maturity. Quite often reporters who take this "easy way out" cheat the reader and offer 
an inferior product to a well-researched traditional article. 
To prevent this temptation and keep writers reporting to the best of their ability, we will not 
accept any articles written in the first person without specific consent by the editor in chief 
and without a compelling reason for the use of first person narration. Examples of situations 
in which these narratives will be allowed include truly unique and irreproducible events and 
situations such as extraordinarily rare diseases or "once in a lifetime" experiences. 
Plagiarism 
Plagiarism is the most unforgivable crime of any writer. It is defined as copying at 
attempting to pass off the work of another as original work. It also includes the fabrication 
of quotes or the knowing misattribution of information. 
These acts constitute a fundamental breach of trust both for the reader and for the 
organization and will always, and without debate, lead to the immediate dismissal of the 
reporter and full disclosure of the incident by the publication. No excuses will be accepted 
for any reason. 
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Manipulation of digital images 
When readers see a photograph, they assume that it is an accurate depiction of events as 
they actually occurred and that the photo is a moment in time during that event. With the 
advent of digital image manipulation, however, photographers have the ability to alter the 
appearance of reality in an image, which can potentially mislead viewers. 
While it is acknowledged that many images require a bit of adjustment to make the 
photograph clearer, such as cropping, contrast adjustment brightness levels, no fundamental 
changes should be made to the image if possible. If adjusting brightness or contrast 
fundamentally alters the viewer's perception of the subject or the event, ideally the change 
should not be made. If it is made, the photo must be labeled as an illustration 
If a change is to be made for a concrete and important reason, the photographer should ask 
these three questions: 
1. How is the photo presented? 
2. Is it still an accurate portrayal of events or of reality? 
3. Does it deceive the reader? 
The answers to these questions should be brought to the photo editor for final approval 
before publication. 
If a photo is received from any source outside the organization it may not be altered in 
any way outside of minor cropping or resizing without the express permission of the 
photographer so as to preserve the original message of the photo. Photos that have been 
significantly altered by the photographer will not be accepted. 
Our intent is not to prevent creative expression through photography, but rather to protect the 
integrity of the message the photo intends to send and to maintain the trust of the viewer. 
Photo illustrations 
The difference between an actual news photo and a photo illustration is subtle; therefore we 
must assume that the subtlety will be lost on some of our readers. In an effort to keep that 
confusion to a minimum, if photography is used to illustrate an abstract concept, it should 
clearly convey that and be labeled appropriately. 
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Photo illustrations (cont.) 
Photographers should avoid illustrations that appear to be depictions of actual events or that 
could mislead the reader into thinking that it is an accurate depiction of reality. 
Altering a news photo digitally in such a way that the overall effect and message is changed 
should not be considered a photo illustration and will not be tolerated. This includes 
cropping to remove a subject from context or changing brightness or contrast to change 
the overall mood of the image. This kind of alteration constitutes a visual lie, which could 
potentially mislead our readers and damage our credibility and which will be dealt with in 
the same manner as fabricated quotes. 
Product placement in photography 
The inclusion of products and brand symbols into a published photograph can give the 
impression that the product is endorsed by the subject or by the publication. Care should 
be taken that product names and brand symbols should be avoided in all studio shots. 
Recreated labels or shots from unbranded sides of a commercial product are preferable. 
In news shots, if the inclusion of brand names is avoidable, these shots are preferred. In 
situations where the brand symbols are a part of the story, such as a Pepsi-sponsored sporting 
event, their presence is acceptable. 
By avoiding the appearance of intentional product placement, we become more creditable to 
our audience and do not look as if we have been "bought" by any commercial company. 
Re-creating news events 
Readers assume that any photographs of events came from the actual events. Re-creating 
those events, then, is effectively lying to the reader. It is to say that your recreation was, in 
fact, the original. 
If an event occurs and the photos of that event are unusable, a substitute must be found -- but 
not at the expense of the integrity of the publication. If another similar event is scheduled 
before the publication date and is photographed, those photos should not be passed off as the 
original event, even if they are identical in every way. To pass off a photo of one thing as a 
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photo of another is lying, which will not be tolerated under any circumstances. 
Plagiarism 
Plagiarism is as much a crime for photographers as it is for writers. Photographic plagiarism 
is when photographer passes off the work of another as his own, or intentionally recreates a 
substantially similar photograph and takes credit for the idea. 
As with written plagiarism, these acts constitute a fundamental breach of trust both for the 
reader and for the organization and will always, and without debate, lead to the immediate 
dismissal of the reporter and full disclosure of the incident by the publication. No excuses 
will be accepted for any reason. 
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Obtaining audio 
Under no circumstances should subjects be recorded without their express knowledge and 
consent. To record surreptitiously tarnishes our reputation and may make future interviews 
more difficult to get. 
Cropping 
Cropping audio is similar to writing a quote; if you edit too much, you take the statement 
out of context and potentially alter its meaning. When editing an interview to a manageable 
length for download or use in a photo story, it is tempting to edit out anything and everything 
that is not particularly vital to the message the editor would like to extract. 
In general, it is fine to edit down long pauses in conversation and filler words like "urn" or 
"uh." The challenge for the editor is in deciding how much to take out. For instance, if the 
interviewee was taking a long time to choose words and was very hesitant in responding, 
cutting out those silences would alter the overall meaning of the response. The hesitation 
can communicate as much to the listener as the answer. On the other hand, if pauses are 
excessively drawn out the listener will lose interest and the message will be lost altogether. 
The key to editing is to ask these basic questions: 
1. Does this particular quote agree with the overall message the interviewee was trying 
to present? 
2. Does this edit change the fundamental meaning of the sentence? 
3. Does this edit mislead the audience about what the subject was commenting on? 
If the change is controversial or the decision to edit is particularly tricky, a second person 
should be asked to listen to the audio clip and sum up what the person is saying. If this 
summary is true to what the speaker intended, the edit is fine. If there is still any doubt, 
contact an editor for guidance. 
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Diversity issues 
Despite common perception, diversity is not just a politically correct salve to ease racial 
tension and to make a media organization look better in the eyes of the reading public. 
Rather, diversity is an attempt by serious journalists to more fairly and accurately report on 
topics that affect different demographics. 
Though racial diversity is the most commonly thought of (and vehemently preached) aspect, 
newsroom diversity encompasses a variety of different aspects of humanity beyond ethnicity. 
It also includes: 
1. socio-economic background 
2. religion 
3. education 
4. income 
5. sex 
6. sexual preference 
7. age 
(This is by no means a complete list, but each of these aspects should be taken into account 
when choosing and interviewing sources) 
The importance of diversity is clear - it would be ludicrous to discuss abortion issues 
without speaking to any women. At the same time, the reporter should interview men to add 
a different perspective on the issue because they have different biases and perceptions than 
women. Another example would be writing an article on the loss of factory jobs without 
speaking to anyone who works in or around factories, or speaking only to factory workers. 
Each group is specifically biased on the issue because of background and in order to present 
a truly fair and balanced look at the issue both sides should be explored. 
By offering readers more equality in coverage and preventing biased reporting, the overall 
package is stronger and more informative. If any group is ignored, whether purposefully or 
not, the pUblication's integrity is damaged and the coverage, no matter how impartial, will be 
viewed by the reader as hopelessly one-sided. 
The coverage of an issue should appeal to our entire audience, not just those who match the 
staff. 
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Advertising 
Because Ball Bearings is a student organization which receives funding through the univer-
sity, we do not currently accept advertising of any kind on our site. Until we reach a level of 
visibility and respectability in the community we serve, we prefer to remain funded by the 
journalism department. 
If at any time, however, the administration of the journalism department threatens to deny 
funding to compel compliance with a policy which does not reflect the values of our orga-
nization, we reserve the right to secede from the department and seek funding through other 
avenues in order to protect and serve our audience in accordance with our own ethical and 
journalistic standards. 
Currently, we strive to provide readers with unbiased and non-commercial journalistic con-
tent. In order to avoid the appearance of commercialism, we no longer accept reviews of 
commercial establishments around campus. This will continue until the quantity and quality 
of our content more adequately balances the commercialistic appearance of such reviews. 
Undercover reporting 
As journalists, Ball bearings staff members should be deeply and undividedly devoted to the 
pursuit of truth. In the pursuit of such truth, however, no journalist should deliberately lie 
and mislead the source or the reader. 
While some stories might benefit in the end from subversive reporting techniques, the ends 
do not justify dragging the pUblication's reputation for honesty through the proverbial mud. 
In dealing with any source the reporters should be honest about their identity and intentions. 
If in doubt of how to approach a difficult or uncooperative source, reporters should discuss . 
the situation with an editor or advisor in order to reach a solution that accomplishes the goals 
set while not sacrificing integrity. 
Avoiding conflicts of interest 
The credibility of even the most honest and dedicated of reporters can be compromised, not 
only by a misdeed on the reporter's part, but by the mere appearance of impropriety. 
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Avoiding conflicts of interest (cont.) 
Because of this, reporters must work hard to avoid real or perceived conflicts of interest in 
order to build and keep the trust of their audience. 
To promote this goal, we feel that no reporter should accept anything that could be perceived 
as a gift or a service from any person related to a story being pursued. This includes food, 
drink or any kind of material item with real or perceived value. If it is necessary, in the 
course of pursuing a story, to obtain a product or service from the individual or business be-
ing covered, fair compensation should be given, even if the subject tries to decline payment. 
Reporters should also avoid sources with whom they have a personal relationship. These 
sources, while easy to find, interview and quote, give the impression that the reporter has not 
ventured far outside of the office to find the story. It also makes it seem as though the report-
er had reasons for doing the story outside of journalistic intent. 
Correcting mistakes 
Although we strive for accuracy, truth and fairness in all of our content, there will occasion-
ally be mistakes made inadvertently. In the event such mistakes are made, Ball Bearings will 
make a full disclosure of the mistake, alter the article, and run a link to the correction and an 
apology off of the main page. No story with noted errors will run uncorrected. By admitting 
our faults and doing our best to rectify them, we build trust with the reader as well as provide 
a more perfect product. 
Allowing public comment 
It is pretentious of any journalistic organization to say that it truly speaks for the people and 
adequately covers all relevant editorial comment. Therefore, Ball bearings allows for sub-
mitted editorial comment which furthers the goals of the organization by elaborating on or 
clarifying coverage of stories. 
We will not, however, accept statements which do not adhere to the same standards of truth, 
honesty and jounalistic integrity as the rest of our content. This is a matter for editorial dis-
cretion. 
